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/n software

/n software Red Carpet Subscription Q4 2007
Write communications, security and e-business applications.

IP*Works!
Includes IP*Works! which is a
comprehensive framework for
Internet development.

Internet Communications
ATOM, REST, MX, DNS, RSS, NNTP,
SMPP, POP, Rexec, Rshell, SMTP,
SOAP, Telnet, Ping, TFTP, FileMailer,
NetClock, FTP, HTTP and more.

Secure Components
/n software Red Carpet
Subscription includes secure
versions of many of the IP*Works
components.

IBiz Integrator Products
Components for Internet payment,
accounting, management, and
other common e-Business services.

S/Shell
Allows developers to rapidly build
SSH secured applications including
secure file transfer, secure remote
login, secure email etc.

Everything in One Subscription
There are no technology
restrictions, so you get everything,
.NET, COM, C++, Java, Pocket PC,
Unix, Linux and even Mac OS X.

/n software Red Carpet Subscription

Communications, security and e-business components.
/n software Red Carpet Subscriptions
give you everything you need in one
package - components for every major
protocol from FTP to IMAP to SNMP, SSL
and SSH security, S/MIME encryption,
Digital Certificates, Credit Card
Processing, ZIP compression, Instant
Messaging, Shipping and Tracking, and
e-business (EDI) transactions.
There are no licensing restrictions, so
you can code on your work machine,
your notebook, or even your home
machine. Plus there are no technology
restrictions, so you get everything,
.NET, COM, C++, Java, Pocket PC, Unix,
Linux and even Mac OS X. You receive
quarterly update CDs with free updates,

upgrades and new releases. It includes
more than $30,000 worth of software
including: all /n software products IP*Works!, SSL, S/MIME, S/Shell, Zip,
EDI, IBiz Integrators for QuickBooks,
Enterprise Adapters, E-Payment,
Vital/TSYS, Paymentech, USPS, etc.
/n software Red Carpet Subscriptions
includes IP*Works! which is a
comprehensive framework for Internet
development and is the core building
block for most /n software products.
IP*Works! eliminates the complexity of
Internet development by providing
easy-to-use, programmable
components that facilitate tasks such
as sending email, transferring files,

managing networks, browsing the web,
consuming web services, etc. It includes
support for all major internet protocols:
ATOM, DNS, FileMailer, FTP, HTMLMailer,
HTTP, ICMPPort, IMAP, IPDaemon, IPInfo,
IPMonitor, IPPort, LDAP, MCast, MIME,
MX, NetClock, NetCode, NetDial, NNTP,
Ping, POP, RCP, REST, Rexec, Rshell, RSS,
SMPP, SMTP, SNPP, SOAP, Syslog, Telnet,
TFTP, TraceRoute, UDPPort, WebDav,
WebForm, WebUpload, Whois, XMLp
and XMPP.
Also included in the subscription
is IP*Works! SSL which is a suite of
SSL-enabled components that are
secure drop-in replacements for the
components in the “classic” IP*Works!
package.

The components are fast, robust, and
reliable and consume a minimum
of resources. They are small and
lightweight with no dependencies on
external libraries. Included are native
development components for all
supported platforms and component
technologies.
IP*Works! includes a complete unified
framework with a common easy-tolearn object model and simplified
interfaces allowing you to be more
productive. The components are
rigorously tested and have undergone
thousands of hours of testing. You also
get detailed reference documentation,
hundreds of sample applications and
fully-indexed help files.

FROM /n software
Product
/n software Red Carpet Subscription Q4 2007

4

Top 250

Review

48

-

Price
$1,424.05

Product

Top 250

Review

/n software IP*Works! S/MIME ASP.NET Edition V6.0

-

-

$559.20

Price

/n software IP*Works! Zip Java Desktop Edition V7.2

127

-

$279.20

/n software IP*Works! S/MIME .NET Edition V6.0

-

-

$559.20

/n software IP*Works! V8.0

135

-

$479.20

/n software IP*Works! S/Shell .NET Edition V7.0

-

-

$639.20

/n software IBiz E-Banking Integrator .NET Edition V2.0

-

-

$479.20

/n software IP*Works! S/Shell .NET Compact Framework Edition V7.0

-

-

$959.20

/n software IBiz E-Payment Integrator Java Desktop Edition V3.0

-

-

$799.20

/n software IP*Works! Secure SNMP .NET Edition V6.0

-

-

$959.20

/n software IBiz E-Payment Integrator .NET Edition V3.0

-

-

$319.20

/n software IP*Works! SSL V6.0

-

-

$719.20

/n software IBiz Paymentech Integrator .NET Edition V4.0

-

-

$359.20

/n software IP*Works! Zip ASP.NET Edition V7.0

-

-

$279.20

/n software IBiz Paymentech Integrator Java Desktop Edition V4.0

-

-

$359.20

/n software IP*Works! Zip .NET Edition V7.0

-

êêêê

$279.20

/n software IBiz QuickBooks Integrator V4.0

-

-

$479.20

/n software IP*Works! ActiveX/VB Edition V6.0

-

-

$399.02

/n software IP*Works! EDI V7.0

-

-

$3,999.20

RSSBus Feed Server V1.0

-

-

$979.02

www.componentsource.com
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• Includes components for FTP, IMAP, SNMP, SSL, SSH, S/MIME, Digital
Certificates, Credit Card Processing and e-business (EDI) transactions
• Free updates, upgrades, tech support and new releases for a year

ComponentOne

ComponentOne Studio Enterprise 2007 v3
Over 180 components for .NET, ASP.NET, ActiveX + Mobile Devices.
• F ull suite of rich and flexible .NET Windows Forms components
• Rapid development of innovative & demanding Web applications
• Now includes WYSIWYG rich-text editor for ASP.NET

Schedule for .NET
Studio Enterprise includes
Schedule for .NET, for developing
Outlook-style desktop scheduling
applications.

Dynamic Charts AJAX
Any chart can take advantage
of the built-in AJAX support to
dynamically render its image
without postback.

Virtual Scrolling in C1WebGrid
AJAX-enabled virtual scrolling for
a fixed-height grid with a vertical
scroll bar is now available.

WebInput for ASP.NET
Includes enhanced TextBox
control that uses an input mask to
distinguish between proper and
improper user input.

WebGrid for ASP.NET
WebGrid for ASP.NET includes
advanced functionality like
horizontal scrolling and fixed
columns.

Create PDF Files
Create PDF documents from
your applications. Supports
security, compression, outlining,
hyperlinking, and attachments.

ComponentOne Studio Enterprise

Create rich user interfaces for ASP.NET, Windows Forms, Mobile
and ActiveX applications.
ComponentOne Studio Enterprise
includes over 180 components for .NET,
ASP.NET, ActiveX and Mobile Devices. It
offers a complete solution that targets
all runtime environments and all
application layers (data, presentation,
reporting and transformation).
The cornerstone of ComponentOne
Studio Enterprise is the data layer, which
encapsulates business logic in reusable
assemblies called data libraries. This
data layer provides a comprehensive
data and business objects framework
that serves .NET applications of any
range, scalability, and architecture.
The ComponentOne presentation
layer consists of a suite of best-ofbreed user interface controls that
interoperate seamlessly with the data
layer, combining data manipulation
capabilities with flexibility in GUI
design. The included Report Designer
is a standalone application for creating
XML-based report definition files at

design time. At run time, reports are
rendered in a customizable preview
control (WinForms) or as HTML
(WebForms). The ComponentOne
transformation layer extracts, converts,
loads and saves data from a variety
of heterogeneous sources, including
popular file formats such as XML, PDF,
and ZIP. It is used internally by the
presentation and reporting layers, and
is surfaced in standalone components
such as C1Zip and C1Pdf.
The ComponentOne Studio Enterprise
ASP.NET toolset includes eCommerce
(PayPal), file format managment (PDF,
Flash, XLS, ZIP), calendars, charting
(2D and 3D), rich text editing, grids,
input and mask controls, menus and
toolbars, reporting, scheduling and
spelling features. The components are
AJAX-ready and fully interoperate with
Microsoft’s ASP.NET AJAX Framework,
so you can AJAX-enable your Web
application without the need to

understand the concepts of AJAX. The
WebEditor component is a WYSIWYG
rich-text editor for ASP.NET. It allows
you to edit text in design, source
(HTML) and split modes. It replaces
any TextBox with an intuitive Microsoft
Word like editor, which enables even
non-technical users to easily author
and manage HTML content. The
customizable toolbar, built-in spell
checker, and complete JavaScript clientside object model allow you to easily
manipulate your text - with or without
code.
The ComponentOne Studio Enterprise
.NET Windows Forms toolset includes
barcodes, charting (2D and 3D), grids,
input controls, labels, editors, lists and
combos, menus and toolbars, print and
preview features, reporting, ribbon
UI features, scheduling, file format
managment (PDF, Flash, XLS, ZIP) sizing,
spelling and tooltips. Smart designers
are included in select .NET Windows
Forms components to allow you to
set the components’ most popular
properties without leaving the design

surface. The included grid component
uses ADO.NET to completely manage
the database interface, offering the
ability to browse, edit, add, delete, and
manipulate tabular data.
The charting component is designed
to be a feature rich, versatile and easyto-use chart generation tool. You can
create a wide variety of dynamic 2D and
3D charts that use cached or streaming
data. The 2D chart control and 3D chart
control allows for automatic generation
of real-time applications, contours and
zones allowing both you and your end
users to create sophisticated 2D and
3D charts.
ComponentOne Studio Enterprise
also includes four (grid, charting and
zip compression) components for
building .NET Compact Framework
applications and a suite of 12 ActiveX
products including True DBGrid,
VSFlexGrid, reporting, charting and user
interface components for developing
applications with Microsoft Visual
Studio.

FROM ComponentOne
Product
ComponentOne Studio Enterprise 2007 v3

Top 250

Review

Price

4

êêêê

$889.99

ComponentOne Reports for .NET Designer Edition 2007 v3
ComponentOne DemoWorks V1.0

ComponentOne Doc-To-Help Enterprise 2007 v3

120

-

$949.95

ComponentOne Doc-To-Help For Word 2007 v3

136

-

$719.95

Product

USA toll free: (888) 850-9911

Top 250

Review

198

-

$1,899.99

Price

-

-

$189.99
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Data Dynamics

ActiveReports for .NET V3.0
The best selling report writer with no run-times or royalties.

© 1996-2008 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

• A
 ctiveReports Designer now includes design-time preview tab
• Viewer control now supports annotations
• ActiveReports engine features seven new chart types

Viewer Annotations
Annotations can be placed on the
report to pass notes and special
instructions on to users and
developers.

End-User Report Designer Editing
Allow end users to edit their reports
and save new reports or load
old ones.

Viewing Web Reports
The WebViewer Control provided in
the Professional Edition allows you
to write less code and view reports
more quickly.

OLEDB Data Sources
ActiveReports for .NET supports any
.NET OLEDB data source.

3rd Party Controls
ActiveReports for .NET supports
the use of Windows Forms-based
3rd party controls with the report
designer.

Subreports
With ActiveReports, reports may
contain any number of child reports
by using the Subreport control.

ActiveReports for .NET

Generate a wide variety of reports from your .NET applications
(Now includes Visual Studio 2008 support).
ActiveReports for .NET lets you easily
create reports via the fully integrated
designer. It has a familiar user interface
and supports C# and Visual Basic .NET.
It includes a report creation API with
complete run-time access to report
objects and members and a fully
exposed Object Model.
ActiveReports for .NET has the ability
to host 3rd party .NET controls and
user controls within your reports and
includes export filters for Adobe PDF,
Microsoft Excel, RTF, HTML, text and TIFF
formats. It can be used in both Windows
based and Web based applications.
ActiveReports for .NET also includes a
Windows Viewer control that supports
split and multi-page views, has a “Table
of Contents” pane with a thumbnail
view tab and can perform text searches
of reports. It also allows you to
customize the viewer’s toolbar.

The Professional Edition of
ActiveReports for .NET features an enduser report designer control that allows
you to host the report designer in your
own applications to provide end users
with the ability to create and modify
reports. It supports zooming to magnify
the design surface of the report for
more precise placement and viewing of
report controls. It also includes a serverside Web Viewer control that takes
advantage of ASP.NET’s HTTP handlers
to allow you to display reports without
having to write custom code.
Reports can be previewed at design
time by clicking the preview tab at the
bottom of the designer and .NET data
components can be dropped directly
onto the design surface of a report,
resulting in a visual representation of
the data component in the new report
component tray. This makes it easy to
add custom datasets to an ActiveReport
at design time.

Other features in ActiveReports for
.NET include a chart control (3D area,
3D bar, 3D clustered Bar, 3D doughnut,
3D line, area, bar, Bezier, bubble,
candle, doughnut, funnel, Gantt, HiLo
OpenClose, Kagi, line, plotXY, point
and figure, pyramid, renko, scatter
etc.), updated memory management
features, a rich text control that is
capable of rendering HTML and RTF
tables, and an integrated script window
with syntax highlighting.

to allow you to place a report on your
web server and make it available via a
hyperlink to your internet users in HTML
or PDF. A compiled report HTTP handler
is also provided to allow direct access
via a hyperlink to a report compiled in
an assembly on your server. The product
is easy to deploy, the reporting engine
is a single, managed, strongnamed
assembly and assemblies can be
distributed using XCopy or the global
assembly cache (GAC).

Data access in ActiveReports for .NET
is via OLEDB and SqlClient report data
sources. It binds to Dataset, DataView,
DataTable, any RowCollection, and
any class that implements the iList
interface. The DataSource property
can be modified at run time to create
ad hoc (dynamic) reports or reports
can be unbound. ASP.NET integration
allows quick viewing of reports on
the web with the Web Viewer control.
ActiveReports for .NET provides printing
capabilities with an ActiveX viewer and
Acrobat Reader viewerType properties.
It also provides an RPX file HTTP handler

ActiveReports for .NET also comes
with a report wizard and a Microsoft
Access report conversion wizard so
you can start creating reports quickly.
ActiveReports for .NET is written in
managed C# and provides integration
with the Visual Studio .NET IDE. This
allows Visual Studio .NET programmers
to leverage their current programming
language (C# or Visual Basic .NET) when
programming with ActiveReports for
.NET. The product is based on a per
developer licensing scheme, and it is
royalty-free to distribute.

FROM Data Dynamics
Product

Top 250

Review

Price

Top 250

Review

ActiveReports for .NET V3.0

1

êêêê

$569.05

Product
DynamiCube V3.0

92

-

$575.04

ActiveReports V2.0

18

êêêê

$489.02

Data Dynamics Reports V1.0

109

-

$1,469.02

ActiveBar V3.0

64

êêê

$239.04

SharpGraph for .NET V1.0

-

-

$342.02

USA toll free: (888) 850-9911

Price
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Developer Express
DXperience v2007 vol 3

All Developer Express ASP.NET, WinForms and tools in one package.
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• P
 rovides reporting, toolbar, treelist, grid and sidebar functionality
• Add Office style spell checking capabilities to your application
• Now includes scheduling/planning/calendar suite for ASP.NET 2.0

XtraBars Suite Ribbon Control
and Tabbed MDI interface
With the XtraBars Suite you can
easily build Ribbons from scratch.

XtraBars Suite
You can create application menu,
galleries and contextual tabs in
ribbons.

XtraGrid Suite
The XtraGrid Suite not only allows
flexible data presentation, it offers
you one of the fastest grids in the
market.

XtraGrid Suite Master-Detail
The XtraGrid has true support for
Master-Detail data presentation.
You can use a View of any type as a
detail even a Card View.

XtraReports End-User Designer
The XtraReports Suite features a
fully functional End-User Designer.

XtraReports Master-Detail
Report
With the XtraReports Suite, you can
easily build banded reports and
even Master-Detail reports.

DXperience

All the Visual Studio .NET component suites, libraries and IDE
tools produced by Developer Express in one package.
DXperience includes all Developer
Express products engineered for Visual
Studio and the .NET Framework. With
this subscription, you receive all key
technologies by Developer Express
including IDE productivity tools,
business application frameworks,
and components for Windows Forms,
ASP.NET and ActiveX. In addition to
individual tools, you receive complete
source code for Windows Forms
and ASP.NET components. With the
Universal subscription, you also receive
eXpressApp Framework which is
an instrument for creating business
applications quickly and easily.

Windows Forms and ASP.NET products
include: XtraReports Suite - a reporting
tool that features an extremely easyto-use report designer and XtraCharts
Suite - a 2D/3D charting solution.
Windows Forms products include:
XtraGrid Suite - a grid control with four
data layout options from a simple table
to banded multi-line row layout and
card views, XtraBars Suite - a complete
range of navigation and window layout
management tools, XtraScheduler
Suite - enables you to incorporate the
UI found in Microsoft Office Calendar
to your applications with just a couple
of mouse clicks, XtraPivotGrid Suite - a

data analysis, data mining and visual
reporting solution, XtraTreeList Suite a hybrid tree-view and grid control
that has both bound and unbound
data access options, XtraVerticalGrid
Suite - a 90 degrees rotated grid
where records are arranged one after
another from right to left, XtraNavBar
- a navigation control allowing you to
build side-bars, explorer bars and Office
style navigation panes, XtraEditors a
library of over 20 editors that can be
used both standalone or embedded,
XtraPrinting Library - a data rendering
and visualization system allowing you
to construct any printed pages from
scratch or print Windows Forms controls
like the XtraGrid and XtraSpellChecker
- a Microsoft Office style spell checking
component.

ASP.NET products included:
ASPxGridView and Editors Library - a
robust grid and data editors library
for ASP.NET, ASPxPivotGrid Suite - a
multi-dimensional analysis component,
ASPxNavBar Suite - Web navigation
bar with full AJAX support, ASPxMenu
Suite - an extremely lightweight,
customizable main and context menu
and many more.
Also included in Universal and
Enterprise Editions: CodeRush, Refactor!
Pro, eXpress Persistent Objects and 6
ActiveX products (grids, bars, editors,
printing etc.).
Priority technical support is also
included with updates and upgrades
for 1 year.

FROM Developer Express
Product

Top 250

Review

DXperience v2007 vol 3

3

êêêêê

$719.99

Price

ExpressQuantumPack

69

êê

CodeRush for Visual Studio .NET V3.0.5

77

-

Product

Top 250

Review

Price

Developer Express XtraBars Suite v2007 vol 3

216

êêêê

$208.99

$682.49

ExpressPrintingSystem Suite V3.31

235

-

$194.99

$237.49

ExpressVerticalGrid V3.31

-

-

$175.49

ASPxGridView and Editors Suite v2007 vol 3

79

-

$293.99

XpressQuantumGrid V1.7

-

êêêê

$143.99

XtraReports Suite v2007 vol 3

112

êêêêê

$332.49

ASPxperience Suite v2007 vol 3

-

-

$244.99

ExpressQuantumGrid Suite V6.31

113

êêêêê

$341.24

Developer Express XtraGrid .NET Suite v2007 vol 3

-

-

$284.99

ASPxPivotGrid v2007 vol 3

147

-

$146.99

Developer Express XtraPrinting Library v2007 vol 3

-

êêêêê

$142.49

ExpressScheduler Suite V2.31

188

-

$292.49

eXpress Persistent Objects for .NET v2007 vol 3

-

êêêêê

$142.49

XtraScheduler Suite v2007 vol 3

192

-

$189.99

XpressDevelopers Studio V1.2

-

êêêêê

$384.00

XtraCharts Suite v2007 vol 3

206

êêêêê

$237.49

XtraPivotGrid Suite v2007 vol 3

-

-

$284.99

USA toll free: (888) 850-9911
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FarPoint Technologies

Spread for Windows Forms V4.0
Allow developers to easily present, edit and update their tabular data.

© 1996-2008 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

• N
 ow features Outlook style grouping, right-to-left support, undo/redo,
export to HTML/XML and more
• New cell types include list box, multi-column combobox

Formulas
Spread includes over 300 built-in
functions and gives you the ability
to define your own.

Cell Types
Spread includes many differnet cell
types including: barcode, button,
checkbox, color picker, combobox,
currency, data time and hyperlink.

Frozen Rows and Columns
With Spread you can freeze both
columns and rows at the end or
begining of the sheet.

Sorting
Spread allows the user to click on
column headers to perform an
alterating ascending/descending
sort of the rows in that column.

Grouping
You can group rows or columns into
outlines as you do in Excel.

Desktop Spreadsheet
Use Spread to create your own
desktop spreadsheet application.

Spread for Windows Forms

Easily present, edit and update tabular data.
Spread for Windows Forms is a
comprehensive spreadsheet component
for Windows Forms applications that
combines grid capabilities, spreadsheet
functionality and includes the ability to
bind to data sources. A single control
can handle up to 2 billion sheets, each
with up to 2 billion rows and 2 billion
columns. Cross-sheet referencing allows
calculations to make use of data and
formulas on a variety of sheets.
Styles and formatting can be applied
at the sheet, row, column and cell level.
You can control the appearance and
the user interaction in a variety of ways.
With most of the Spread’s appearance
and functionality based on underlying
models, the developer has complete
control over the component.
Spread for Windows Forms can handle
data from comma-delimited text files

as well as multiple spreadsheets from
Microsoft Excel files. The contents of a
sheet may be saved as a Microsoft Excel
file or stream, text file, or as a Spread
XML file.
You can bind the control to a data
set, such as data in a database, or to
anything that the .NET framework
allows, such as an IList object. When
you bind the component using the
default settings, data from the data set
is read into the columns and rows of
the sheet to which you bind the data.
Columns are associated with fields, and
rows represent each record in the data
set. Spread for Windows Forms can also
automatically update the data set with
the changes. You can also allow part of
your spreadsheet to be unbound and
you can also bind to a range of cells.
You can specify the way a user interacts

with a cell, including how data is
entered, displayed and validated by
specifying the cell type. The cell type
defines an editor control for the cell that
handles data entry, a formatter control
to handle how the data is interpreted,
and a renderer control that handles
how the data is displayed in the cell.
Examples of cell types are check box
cell, date-time cell or a simple text cell.
Cell types can be set for individual cells,
columns, rows, a range of cells, or an
entire sheet.
You can have multiple sheets within
a workbook. Each sheet is a separate
spreadsheet and can have its own
appearance and settings for user
interaction. Each sheet has a unique
name and sheet name tab for easy
navigation between sheets. You
can add, remove, copy, insert and
hide sheets. You can freeze (make
unscrollable) a number of either rows

or columns or both in a sheet. You can
freeze any number of top rows (called
leading rows) or any number of leftmost columns (called leading columns).
You can also freeze any number of the
trailing bottom rows or trailing rightmost columns.
Spread for Windows Form’s Calc
Engine includes over 300 built-in
functions, supports cross-sheet formula
referencing, and gives you the ability
to define your own custom functions.
With formulas, you can: specify a cell
reference, use a circular reference,
nest functions, recalculate and update
formulas automatically, allow the user
to enter formulas, create and use a
custom name and custom function.
Formulas include: database, date and
time, engineering, financial, logical,
math and trigonometry, statistical and
text.

FROM FarPoint Technologies
Product

Top 250

Review

Spread for Windows Forms V4.0

20

-

Top 250

Review

$934.07

Price

Spread for Web Forms V3.0

37

Spread V7.0

45

Spread for .NET Bundle

66

-

$1,491.33

Input Pro for Win Forms

-

-

Tab Pro V3.1

-

-

Product
List Pro V3.0

-

êêêêê

$229.08

-

$840.57

Button Objx V2.0

-

-

$186.07

êêêêê

$466.57

Calendar Objx V3.0

-

-

$214.12

Enterprise Database Pack

-

-

$612.42

$232.82

Enterprise Developer Toolbox

-

-

$864.88

$120.62

Input Pro V3.0

-

-

$139.32

USA toll free: (888) 850-9911
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IBM Rational

IBM Rational Application Developer V7.0
Accelerates J2EE and Portal development and improves code quality.

Java Development
Accelerates J2EE, portal, Web
Services and SOA application
development.

Collaboration
Create components that can be
reused allowing you to collaborate
and share assets across the team.

Database Development
Configure data controls, specify
which data columns to display and
how to display them.

Visual Editors
Includes visual editors for Java
with event handling to build Java
technology application GUIs with
AWT, Swing, and SWT components.

Code Assist
Reduces the amount of code you
have to type by inserting proposals
automatically.

Web Services Development
Deploy and test Web services into
the WebSphere Application Server
or Tomcat test environments.

IBM Rational Application Developer

IBM® Rational® Application Developer extends Eclipse with rapid
development.
IBM Rational Application
Developer helps Java developers
create Java/Java Platform, Enterprise
Edition (J2EE), portal, Web
services and service-oriented
architecture (SOA) applications. This
integrated development environment
assists in rapidly designing, developing,
assembling, testing and deploying
these applications. Its visual tools can
be leveraged to reduce manual coding
by abstracting the J2EE programming
model, making it easier for those
less familiar with Java technology
to complete development projects.
It is designed to be a highly flexible
development tool - based on the
Eclipse open framework and with a
range of flexible installation options.

It’s hard to incorporate new technology
into existing processes, so IBM
has designed flexibility options into
its IBM Rational Application Developer
product to help make it easier to use beginning with installation. The flexible
installation process provides a choice
of options at a granular level, enabling
each member of the development team
to access only the functions needed
and to optimize the size of the desktop
installation.
IBM Rational Application Developer
supplies full J2EE 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4
compatibility, and it supports Java 5
code across all configurations. It
includes full support for Enterprise
JavaBeans (EJB), message-driven
beans, EJB Query Language, Container-

Managed Persistence (CMP), Web
archive (WAR) and enterprise archive
(EAR) deployments.
Several visual tools in the IBM Rational
Application Developer software
product ease the development process
- whether you need to create an
interface, connect the application
or interface to data, build a
portlet, create application logic or
analyze the application at a greater
level of abstraction. To test applications
before deployment, the software
includes unit test environments
for multiple configurations of IBM
WebSphere® Application Server
software. What’s more, it can automate
WAR and EAR assembly processes for
test and deployment. It provides the
tools you need to discover, create,
build, test, deploy and publish new
Web services applications or enable

existing applications as Web services
Interoperability (WS-I)-compliant Web
services. It also lets you automatically
generate from existing assets the Web
Services Definition Language (WSDL)
and Web Services Inspection Language
(WSIL) files needed to describe
Web services and prepare them for
inspection, or you can design a WSDL
file and generate Java code from it.
A redesigned WSDL editor and Web
Services Explorer tool help you to easily
create, validate and detect
WS-I-compliant, interoperable Web
services.
You can encode input and output
messages through support for both
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
and the open Apache Extensible
Interaction System (AXIS) specifications,
and you can create a Java proxy to
interface with client applications.

FROM IBM Rational
Product

14

Top 250

Review

IBM Rational Application Developer V7.0

-

-

Top 250

Review

$4,017.00

IBM Rational Asset Manager V7.0

-

IBM Rational Build Forge Enterprise V7.0

-

IBM Rational Build Forge Express V7.0

IBM Rational Functional Tester V7.0

-

-

$4,134.00

-

$1,365.00

IBM Rational Functional Tester Plus V7.0

-

-

$5,391.75

-

$160,875.00

IBM Rational PurifyPlus V7.0

-

-

$1,374.75

-

-

$47,775.00

IBM Rational RequisitePro V7.0

-

-

$2,125.50

IBM Rational Build Forge Standard V7.0

-

-

$108,225.00

IBM Rational Robot v2003

-

-

$4,134.00

IBM Rational ClearCase V7.0

-

-

$4,143.75

IBM Rational Software Architect V7.0

-

-

$5,528.25

IBM Rational ClearQuest V7.0

-

-

$1,628.25

IBM Rational Software Modeler V7.0

-

-

$1,803.75

www.componentsource.com
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• S hortens the Java learning curve through visual design, with autosynchronized code modeling
• Uses robust capabilities to create SOA applications

Infragistics

NetAdvantage for .NET 2007 Volume 3
Create commercial class user interfaces for .NET applications.
• Includes ASP.NET and Windows Forms editions, plus annual subscription
and full .NET source code
• No-Touch AJAX for ASP.NET with easy Office 2007 styling

Application Styling
Design Once, Style Everywhere
for Windows Forms and ASP.NET.
You can quickly create and apply
corporate standards across controls.

AJAX
NetAdvantage for ASP.NET is AJAXenabled. Full support for ASP.NET
AJAX Extensions is included.

Scheduling
NetAdvantage includes calendaring
and scheduling components.

Spell Checker
NetAdvantage for .NET includes
functionality to spell check a
RichTextBox, TextBox and cells in an
UltraGridColumn.

WinCalcManager
You can use the WinCalcManager
with standard edit controls and
with WinGrid.

Documents Exporting Engine
Infragistics Documemt Export
Engine is a complete class library
for writing PDF and XPS documents.

NetAdvantage for .NET

Add grid, ribbon, scheduling, toolbar, menu, listbar, tree, UI and
editing functionality to your .NET, Visual Studio 2005/2008,
ASP.NET and Tablet PC applications.
NetAdvantage for .NET is a presentation
layer toolset for quickly and easily
building and styling polished
application UIs and delivering a great
user experience, for Windows Forms,
ASP.NET and Tablet PC.
Designed with the user experience
in mind, NetAdvantage for .NET user
interface controls give you the ability
to focus on business logic while it
takes care of the presentation. Use
the modern look and feel of Windows
Vista styles and navigation or emulate
the Office 2003 and Office 2007
user experiences with predefined
color tables and ribbon controls.

NetAdvantage for .NET has what you
need to add no-touch AJAX to your Web
site with a professionally polished UI.
The product includes many Windows
Forms and ASP.NET components: grids,
charts, combos, desktop alerts, button
calculator, dropdown, progress bar,
scroll bar, tooltips, editors, gauge,
listbar, listview, printing, scheduling,
spell checker, tabs, toolbars and trees.
NetAdvantage for .NET also includes
a Document Export Engine for PDF
and XPS formats and provides web
crawler optimization, AJAX support
and SharePoint integration. WinGrid
(included in NetAdvantage for .NET) is
a hierarchical data grid control with full

support for bound and unbound data
display. WinGrid supports complex data
entry scenarios, custom layouts, rich
printing and print preview, easy interop
with Microsoft Excel and Adobe PDF file
formats, and an almost unlimited array
of look and feel options.
WebSchedule (also included in
NetAdvantage for .NET) provides
everything necessary for a full featured
scheduling Web application including
day, week, month and calendar view.
It includes a non-visual component
that coordinates information between
these views and the data provider. This
extensible provider model permits your
own data provider to adapt an existing
data model to WebSchedule, or you
can easily roll out with the predefined
WebSchedule data model supplied

in Microsoft Access and SQL Server
form. NetAdvantage for .NET is a true
framework, not just a collection of
disparate controls. Infragistics worked
hard before writing a line of code to
devise a mature architecture based on
shared assemblies and common object
models. The effort to learn the first of
the interface elements lets you learn
the rest much easier. It also makes it
easier to create standardized interfaces
for your applications and even create
your own elements by extending
and inheriting visual elements from
the Infragistics Presentation Layer
Framework. NetAdvantage for .NET
tools work natively with Visual Studio
2005/2008 and include Application
Styling for Windows Forms and ASP.NET
(Office 2007 styles, Vista styles, etc.).

FROM Infragistics
Product
NetAdvantage for .NET 2007 Volume 3

Top 250

Review

Price

Top 250

Review

Price

2

êêêê

$796.00

Product
Calendar Widgets V1.1

-

êêê

$280.25

NetAdvantage for .NET for ASP.NET 2007 Volume 3

8

-

$636.00

CodeAssist V1.1

-

êêêê

$289.10

NetAdvantage for .NET for Windows Forms 2007 Volume 3

10

êêêê

$636.00

Designer Widgets V2.0

-

êêê

$289.10

Infragistics NetAdvantage for .NET + WPF 2007 Volume 3

13

-

$956.00

Infragistics NetAdvantage AppStylist 2007 Volume 1

-

-

$556.00

ActiveThreed Plus V3.0

132

-

$280.25

Infragistics NetAdvantage for JSF 2007 Volume 2

-

-

$636.00

UltraSuite V3.02

166

-

$396.00

Infragistics TestAdvantage Volume 3

-

-

$2,396.00

Infragistics NetAdvantage for WPF 2007 Volume 2

195

-

$316.00

Interact V4.0

-

-

$396.00

Data Widgets V3.1

197

êêêê

$375.25

JSuite V7.2

-

-

$636.00

ActiveListBar V1.0

231

-

$265.50

VBAssist V5.0

-

-

$175.42
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Software FX
Chart FX 7

Add interactive charts and images to your Web and Windows applications.
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• T otally rewritten to take advantage of Visual Studio enhancements
• Smart Tag Wizard provides a powerful yet familiar interface
• Redesigned UI integrates into Smart Client and ASP.NET applications

Chart Types
Choose from over 20 different
chart types including 3DBar, Area,
Bar, Bubble, Financial,Gantt, Line,
Pareto, Pie, Radar-Polar, etc.

Printing
Using the Printer Object, you
will have control over margins,
paper orientation, color or pattern
printing, amongst others.

End User Experience
The ChartFX toolbar, context
sensitive menus and dialogs
provide an easy way for the end
user to change visual attributes.

Passing Data
Chart FX supports passing data
from databases and text files such
as XML.

Multiple Axes
Advanced features such as
logarithmic scales, multiple axes as
well as axis sections and panes are
all included.

Selecting the Chart’s Output
Chart FX supports a method called
RenderToStream that allows the
developer to select the type of
desired output for your charts.

Chart FX 7

Chart FX integrates seamlessly into Visual Studio to provide
developers with Enterprise level data visualization capabilities.
Chart FX takes full advantage of the
.NET Framework and cutting-edge
technologies such as AJAX to create
visually-rich, lightweight and secure
charts that will enhance your Enterprise
application’s display layer. Chart FX
is compatible with Visual Studio
Themes. Any changes that you make
to a Theme are extended to the Chart
FX controls on the page. A Silverlight
add-on is also available to Chart FX
users to allow developers to add Chart
FX functionality to their Silverlightbased web applications. Chart FX
can bit-stream directly to a browser
and includes a DHTML rendering
engine that uses AJAX (Asynchronous
JavaScript and XML) to produce chart
images that allow full interactivity and
support state in Web applications. The

DHTML rendering engine automatically
updates the chart with the new data
without a complete page refresh, only
updating the portion of the chart that
changed. The charts are fully secure as
there are no binary files to download.
This allows end users to interact with
charts in any browser on any platform,
making your application available to a
wider audience.
Chart FX supports a variety of data
population methods, including,
passing data directly through the API,
resultset binding, XML files, collections,
arrays, arrays of arrays, text files and
crosstab. It supports over 20 different
chart types (bar, Gantt, area, line, step,
curve, bubble, pie, doughnut, pyramid,
combination, scatter, financial, surface,

contour, radar, polar, statistical, etc.)
and includes customizable legends,
ready-to-use color palettes, multiple
and customizable axes, per-marker
attributes, gridlines, background images
and border objects. Chart FX provides
run-time data analysis tools for your end
users; these include drill downs, tooltips,
drag and drop axis configuration and
highlighting. Among all these tools,
highlighting is a feature that allows
end users to position the mouse in
any chart element allowing Chart FX
to instantly dim out other elements in
the chart. This feature allows end users
to quickly detect trends and other
important elements in the chart. Chart
FX provides developers advanced
charting features with minimal
integration effort. Helpful tools like
the Chart Wizard, Tutorial and Samples
Resource and a Programmer’s Guide will
assist you in creating visually impressive

data visualization solutions with little
time invested. Chart FX includes a
comprehensive API and properties
list allowing you to access complex
functionality. Chart FX also makes full
use of Visual Studio Smart Tags, and
takes advantage of this infrastructure
to build a fully functional Wizard that
allows developers to quickly access
Chart FX main features. This Smart Tag
Wizard provides the basic datasource
configuration option available to other
controls in Visual Studio, so you can
quickly create and/or connect to an
existing database or dataset in your
project.
PSS Support is an integral part of Chart
FX and it is now able to work in Web
Farms, without limitations, on Server
Affinity. This feature helps keep your
charts secure by taking advantage of
.NET’s authentication mechanisms.

FROM Software FX
Product

Top 250

Review

Chart FX 7

31

-

$2,549.15

Price

Product
Chart FX Gauges for Java V1.0

Top 250

Review

-

-

$1,424.05

Price
$1,954.15

Chart FX for .NET V6.2

41

êêêêê

$2,429.10

Chart FX Internet V6.2

-

êêêêê

Chart FX Client Server V6.2

75

êêêêê

$959.04

Chart FX Lite for ASP.NET V6

-

-

$141.55

Chart FX Developer Studio

-

-

$449.10

Grid FX V1.0

-

-

$1,567.02

Chart FX for Java V6.2

-

-

$4,274.05

Pocket Chart FX for .NET V6.2

-

-

$569.05

Chart FX for Reporting Services

-

-

$809.10

Chart FX 7 Extension Pack

-

-

$1,439.04

Chart FX Gauges V1.0

-

-

$569.05

Chart FX for .NET Extension Pack

-

-

$1,424.05
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Telerik

Telerik RadControls for ASP.NET Q3 2007
The market leading UI suite for ASP.NET.

Telerik RadControls
Telerik RadControls is a UI suite for
ASP.NET, combining highly-efficient
rendering with unsurpassed clientside functionality.

Telerik RadChart
Telerik RadChart is a businessoriented charting component
with a focus on development
productivity and ease-of-use.

Telerik RadGrid
Telerik RadGrid is a fast client-rich
Datagrid for ASP.NET, designed
to provide a desktop-like user
experience.

Telerik RadCalendar
Telerik RadCalendar is a lightweight
yet highly advanced date input
control for ASP.NET.

RadGrid Selecting/Sorting
Telerik RadGrid offers out of the box
client-side multi column/row select
and multi-column sorting.

RadGrid Filtering
RadGrid can automatically
determine the expression set
applicable for each column based
on the data type of the field.

Telerik RadControls for ASP.NET

RadControls for ASP.NET is a professional toolset designed to help
ASP.NET developers deliver feature-rich, standards-compliant and
cross-browser compatible Web applications on budget and on
time.
Telerik RadControls for ASP.NET is a
complete toolset for building web
solutions with the UI richness and
responsiveness of desktop applications.
Easy to use and customize, the controls
provide full support for ASP.NET AJAX
and Visual Studio 2005/2008, seamlessly
integrate in MOSS and WSS and are fully
standards compliant (WAI-A, WCAG 1.0,
XHTML 1.1). Additionally, the provided
out of the box UI themes (such as Office
2007, Web 2.0, WebBlue) boost the
professional look and feel of commercial
applications, enhance the end-user

experience, and significantly reduce UI
development time.
What’s included: RadInput - highly
customizable component for controlled
data input (masked textbox and date
input). RadCalendar - lightweight
calendar control with native AJAX
support, multi-view mode, previous/
next month and preview panes.
RadUpload - AJAX-enabled multi-file
upload control which uses a proprietary
HttpModule to minimize server
memory usage. RadToolbar - flexible
component for implementation of tool-

strips found in most web applications,
RadGrid - designed to eliminate the
typical tradeoff associated with ASP.NET
grid controls rich functionality at the
expense of weight and performance.
RadCombobox - a component for
building drop-down interfaces,
RadEditor - a WYSIWYG rich-text editor
that can replace any TextBox with an
intuitive Word-like editor, RadPanelbar
- a versatile component for building
collapsible side-menu systems. It was
developed to facilitate the typical
left/right-side navigation, which cannot
be achieved using dropdown menu
components. RadChart - a businessoriented charting component with a
focus on development productivity
and ease-of-use. RadChart allows you
to rapidly build appealing charts that

represent data in a people-friendly
manner. RadSpell - a multilingual
spellchecker that enables developers
to add multilingual spellchecking
capabilities to their ASP.NET
applications. Plus many more ASP.NET
components.
The optional subscription license comes
with a Gold Support Package (up to
24h response time), full C# source code,
redistribution rights and free updates
for the latest products for 1 year.
The Telerik tools work without license
keys and can be freely deployed on any
server. A 580-page self-paced tutorial
and hundreds of code samples are
provided to accelerate your learning.

FROM Telerik
Product
Telerik RadControls for ASP.NET Q3 2007

22

Top 250

Review

6

êêêêê

Top 250

Review

$719.10

Price

Product
Telerik RadEditor V7.2

-

êêêêê

$335.04

Price

Telerik RadControls for ASP.NET + WinForms + Telerik Reporting Q3 2007

30

-

$1,169.10

Telerik RadInput V2.1

-

-

$244.02

Telerik RadGrid V5.0

144

êêêêê

$391.02

Telerik RadMenu V4.4

-

-

$239.04

Telerik RadControls for WinForms Q3 2007

193

êêêêê

$719.10

Telerik RadPanelbar V4.3

-

-

$239.04

Telerik Reporting Q3 2007

-

-

$359.10

Telerik RadRotator V2.7

-

-

$191.04

Sitefinity V3.1

-

-

$881.02

Telerik RadSpell V3.2

-

-

$191.04

Telerik RadAjax V1.8

-

-

$383.04

Telerik RadTabstrip V3.6

-

êêêêê

$191.04

Telerik RadCalendar V2.2

-

-

$293.02

Telerik RadToolbar V1.6

-

-

$195.02

Telerik RadChart V4.0

-

-

$287.04

Telerik RadTreeview V6.3

-

êêêêê

$239.04

Telerik RadCombobox V2.8

-

-

$244.02

Telerik RadUpload V2.4

-

-

$244.02

www.componentsource.com
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• Includes WYSIWYG Editor, fast AJAX Datagrid & navigation controls
• Features updated versions of RadGrid, RadChart and RadCombobox
• Backed by industry leading technical support

Actipro Software

Aspose

Powerful code editing control with VS.NET style
productivity enhancements.

Create, manage and convert many popular
document formats.

Actipro SyntaxEditor

Aspose.Total

© 1996-2008 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

Actipro SyntaxEditor V4.0

Editing C# code
SyntaxEditor with optional .NET
Languages Add-on editing
C# code using automated
IntelliPrompt for parameter info.

Aspose.Total V1.4

Editing VB code
SyntaxEditor with optional .NET
Languages Add-on editing
VB code uses automated
IntelliPrompt for member lists.

Editing an XML SyntaxEditor
language definition file
SyntaxEditor can edit an XML
SyntaxEditor language definition
file based on an XSD.

Aspose.Cells
Aspose.Total includes Aspose.Cells
which lets you create and manage
Excel spreadsheets without
requiring Microsoft Excel.

Aspose.Words
Aspose.Total includes Aspose.
Words which lets you read, modify
and write Word documents
without utilizing Microsoft Word.

Aspose.Pdf
Aspose.Total includes Aspose.Pdf
to create PDF documents without
utilizing Adobe Acrobat.

• D
 evelop and distribute custom language definitions with your applications

• Supports Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Project, PDF and Flash file formats

• S upports language merging e.g. HTML calling CSS, VBScript, etc.

• Demos written in C#, VB.NET and Java highlight the best practices for
implementing many common tasks

• P
 erform semantic parsing operations in a separate worker thread
SyntaxEditor is designed from the
ground up to handle advanced
language parsing and processing, with
phases for performing lexical parsing,
semantic parsing (in a worker thread),
and automatic outlining. Custom
language definitions can be developed
and distributed with your applications.
SyntaxEditor includes a complete
parser generator that helps build
semantic parsers and construct ASTs.
Major code editing features of the
control include code outlining,
undo/redo, word wrap, split views,
current line and bracket highlights,

column guides, virtual space, block
selection, macro recording/playback,
indicators (breakpoints, syntax
errors, etc.), text statistics, extensible
rendering, IntelliPrompt code snippets,
member lists, parameter info, quick
info, smart tags, FontDropDownList
and TextStylePreview controls, and
more.
SyntaxEditor is written in C# and
includes 20 customizable language
samples, including many of today’s
popular languages like C#, VB, XML,
and HTML. Visual Studio .NET 2003 and
Visual Studio 2005 compatible.

FROM Actipro Software

Aspose.Total offers every component
that Aspose has available as well as
all new components released during
the annual subscription. Aspose.Total
includes a set of components that
support the most common document
formats like MS Word, MS Excel, MS
PowerPoint, MS Project, PDF, RTF, CSV
and tab delimited documents allowing
developers to create, manage and

convert one format to another.
Aspose.Total also contains components
for charting, email, spell checking,
barcode creation, ad hoc query
generation, recurrence patterns and
workflow. Aspose.Total is available in
two editions: .NET and Java.

FROM Aspose
Product

Top 250

Review

Aspose.Total V1.4

21

-

$1,959.02

Price

Aspose.Cells .NET V4.4

61

-

$587.02

Aspose.Words V4.4

70

-

$881.02

Aspose.Pdf V3.6

213

-

$587.02

Aspose.BarCode V2.3

-

êêêêê

$391.02

Top 250

Review

Aspose.Cells Java V1.8

-

-

$587.02

Actipro SyntaxEditor V4.0

129

êêêêê

$342.95

Aspose.Chart V3.4

-

-

$244.02

Actipro UIStudio Control Suite (for Windows Forms) V2.0

246

-

$293.95

Aspose.Grid V1.9

-

-

$489.02

Actipro Wizard V3.0

-

-

$88.15

Aspose.Slides V2.7

-

-

$587.02

Actipro WPF Studio V3.0

-

-

$293.02

Aspose.Words for Reporting Services V2.0

-

-

$881.02

Product

Price
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Atalasoft

Codejock Software

Add server-side image viewing, editing and
scanning to your applications.

Create Office XP - 2007 and Visual Studio .NET
style GUI elements.

Atalasoft DotImage Document Imaging

Codejock Xtreme Suite Professional

Hole Punch Removal
Document cleanup - removes hole
punches from documents.

Speck Removal
Document cleanup - remove
specks from documents making
them much cleaner and easier
to read.

Codejock Xtreme Suite Professional 2007 Vol 2

Binarize
Document cleanup - converts a
greyscale or color imge to black
and white.

Office Style Controls
Complete set of Office controls
including 2003 shortcut bar and
report grid.

Visual Studio .NET 2005 Docking
Popular design and visual styles
are available including Visual
Studio .NET 2005 style docking
stickers.

• I ncludes an imaging class library, WinForms control library, AJAX enabled
server-side image viewer, TWAIN component and annotation

• Xtreme Command Bars features Office 2007 style ribbon bar

• R
 untime Royalty free options are available for .NET suites

• Now includes Vista style task dialogs

Atalasoft DotImage Document
Imaging is an advanced document
imaging toolkit that can add high
performance image viewing, editing,
printing, scanning, and annotating
support to an application. With
DotImage Document Imaging you
get a professional document imaging
toolkit providing high performance
scale-to-gray display, TWAIN scanning,
auto-deskew, despeckle, border
removal, noise reduction, advanced

Codejock Xtreme Suite Professional
provides Windows developers with a
sophisticated set of components to
give your application a professional,
modern appearance. Codejock Xtreme
Suite Professional combines seven
components, Xtreme CommandBars,
Xtreme Docking Pane, Xtreme Property
Grid, Xtreme Report Control, Xtreme
Calendar, Xtreme ShortcutBar, and

• Easily theme your application with SkinFramework for .NET

binary thresholding, multi-page
TIFF, and PDF support. It includes an
imaging class library, a Windows Forms
control library, DotTwain for advanced
TWAIN scanning, DotAnnotate for full
featured annotation and Atalasoft’s
AJAX-Enabled Server controls for
ASP.NET for thin client image viewing,
scrolling, zooming, annotating,
thumbnail viewing, and editing. Full
documentation is integrated into
Microsoft Visual Studio .NET.

FROM Atalasoft

Xtreme Task Panel. With Xtreme
Suite Pro you can create enterprise
class applications that incorporate a
full set of highly customizable user
interface components that include
Microsoft Office style toolbars and
menus. Several popular visual styles
are included such as Microsoft Office
XP, Office 2003, Office 2007 and Visual
Studio .NET.

FROM Codejock Software
Product

Top 250

Review

Codejock Xtreme Suite Professional 2007 Vol 2

43

êêêêê

$379.05

Price
$379.05

Top 250

Review

Price

Codejock Xtreme ToolkitPro 2007 Vol 2

84

êêêêê

Atalasoft DotImage Document Imaging V5.0f

11

êêêê

$1,959.02

Codejock Xtreme CalendarPro 2007 Vol 2

-

-

$94.05

Atalasoft DotImage PDF Rasterizer V5.0f

63

-

$1,763.02

Codejock Xtreme DockingPane 2007 Vol 2

-

-

$94.05
$94.05

Product

28

Enhanced Docking Logic
Sophisticated docking algorithms
provide endless layouts and
possibilities for presenting data
and organizing desktops.

Atalasoft DotImage Photo Pro V5.0f

99

êêê

$979.02

Codejock Xtreme TaskPanel 2007 Vol 2

-

-

Atalasoft DotTwain V5.0f

-

-

$489.02

Codejock Xtreme SkinFramework 2007 Vol 2

-

-

$94.05

Atalasoft DotImage Photo V5.0f

-

-

$489.02

Codejock Xtreme CommandBars 2007 Vol 2

-

-

$94.05

Atalasoft DotImage BarcodeReader V5.0f

-

êêêêê

Atalasoft DotImage JBIG2 Codec V5.0f

-

-

$1,469.02

Atalasoft DotImage JPEG2000 Codec V5.0f

-

-

$881.02

www.componentsource.com

$783.02

Codejock Xtreme Controls 2007 Vol 2

-

-

$97.02

Codejock Xtreme ReportControl 2007 Vol 2

-

-

$94.05

Codejock Xtreme ShortcutBar 2007 Vol 2

-

-

$94.05
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Atalasoft DotImage Document Imaging V5.0f

Contour Components

Dart Communications

Interactive reporting, data analysis and reports
distribution.

Enable communication with network devices and
applications.

ContourCube

PowerSNMP for ActiveX

Embedded business functions
Rich library of business functions
includes popular business and
statistical algorithms like trends,
time variance, weighted averages.

PowerSNMP for ActiveX V2.8

Wrapping long strings
Text wrapping mode makes report
more visible and valuable for users
who work with reports containing
long strings

Dynamic captions and filter area
wrapping
Dynamic captions show selected
value, so filters behave just like
dropdown lists.

SNMP Explorer
You can create an explorer-like
view of available SNMP agents.

SNMP Manager
Create a SNMP manager that
queries for basic variables, either
by discovery or specific address,
and shows how to set values.

• C
 omprises many popular business and statistical algorithms

• Develop specialized SNMP network management applications

• S upports fast direct data loading from multiple sources

• Process SNMP traps received by your application

• I ncludes XP, Classic and Flat appearance styles with text wrapping

• Load MIB files and export it in a custom format

ContourCube is a high-performance
OLAP component for rapid
development of Internet, client-server
and desktop business intelligence
applications. It provides a highly
dynamic interface for interactive data
analysis, sophisticated analytical,
statistical, reporting and graphing
features. ContourCube can get
data from any data source of your
application via ADO, BDE, ODBC and
unbound data source; just drop it
onto a form in your project, link to
your data and get the benefits of
OLAP. ContourCube performs OLAP

PowerSNMP for ActiveX is a collection
of controls that enable management
of network devices and applications,
via SNMPv1 or SNMPv2 and the ASN.1
standard with the highest available
standards compatibility and speed.
It includes an Agent control and a
Manager control - with a suite of
supporting objects that include a
Management Information Base (MIB)

operations on hundreds of thousands
of records without an OLAP server. It
allows end users to perform OLAP and
statistical analyses using current data
from any relational database. They can
build and print reports interactively
simply with a click and drag & drop
(with sub-second response times),
dynamically interact with data: move
rows and columns, filter data, drilldown, roll-up, pivot table and get all
possible reports from one dataset.
ContourCube will make millions of
calculations simultaneously and show
new subtotals and totals instantly.

FROM Contour Components
Product

32

SNMP Agent
Create a SNMP agent which
includes service support.

Top 250

Review

Price

object for loading and parsing MIB
files, an SNMP message object for
encoding/decoding packets, an SNMP
table object and much more.
With it you can integrate SNMP into
any VBA-enabled application (Visio,
AutoCAD, MS Office, etc) or create an
application for custom monitoring of
routers and other network devices.

FROM Dart Communications
Product

Top 250

Review

PowerSNMP for ActiveX V2.8

158

-

Price

PowerTCP Mail for .NET V3.0

170

-

$474.05

PowerWEB File Upload for ASP.NET V1.0

179

êêêêê

$244.02

PowerTCP FTP for .NET V3.0

-

-

$287.04

PowerTCP Universal Suite

-

-

$2,111.04

$959.04

ContourCube V3.0

87

êêêê

$742.50

PowerTCP Winsock for ActiveX V2.8

-

êêêêê

$239.04

ContourCube V2.0

-

êêêê

$206.25

PowerTCP Zip Compression for .NET V2.0

-

-

$239.04

Contour Business Intelligence (Contour BI) V3.0

-

-

$6,600.00

PowerWEB for ASP.NET Suite V1.0

-

-

$930.02

Contour CubeMaker V2.0

-

-

$742.50

PowerWEB LiveControls for ASP.NET V1.6

-

êêêêê

$479.04

Contour OLAPBrowser V2.2

-

-

$165.00

PowerWEB TextBox for ASP.NET V3.1

-

êêêê

$239.04

www.componentsource.com
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ContourCube V3.0

Desaware

DEVPIA

A core set of advanced programming tools for
Visual Basic.

Add the ability to upload files to your web
applications.

SpyWorks

DEXTUpload .NET Pro

© 1996-2008 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

SpyWorks V8.0

Control and Configure Services
Includes a framework for
authoring control panel applets
similar to NT Services. Test them
using the Visual Basic IDE.

DEXTUpload .NET Pro V3.6

Alias DLLs
Create alias DLLs which provide
support for Dynamic Export
Technology.

System Analysis
Analyze the system menu and
regular menu for any window in
the system.

Single and Multiple Uploads
DEXTUpload.NET allows you to
upload single and multiple files.

Upload Progress
You can display a custom progress
bar during the upload process.

Watermarking and Image
Format
DEXTUpload.NET allows you to
upload and watermark images and
change image formats.

• Take full advantage of the capabilities of Windows including API functions

• Allows upload of upto 2GB files

• I ntercept the low-level message stream for any application or entire system

• Use of optimized parsing algorithm makes uploading speed even faster

• F eatures improved handling of Windows hooks

• Able to upload files to a database via a BLOB (Binary Large Object)

SpyWorks is an ActiveX component
collection intended for developers
who need a core set of advanced
programming tools for Visual Basic
5.0/6.0. SpyWorks exposes the
underlying operation of the Windows
system that is hidden by Visual Basic,
thus allowing developers to take full
advantage of all of the capabilities
of Windows including API functions,

DEXTUpload.NET Pro is a component
that supports file downloads and
uploads between a web browser and
an IIS web server. It observes Internet
standards (RFC 1867) and can be used
in Microsoft ASP.NET. DEXTUpload
.NET Pro is HTTP-based and serves
to upload files from web browsers to
a web server quickly and efficiently.
DEXTUpload .NET Pro overcomes
the limitations of ASP.NET uploading
(inconsistency for high capacity file
uploads, server overloads and safety,
etc.).

ActiveX Extensions, the Desaware API
Class Library and more. Use SpyWorks
if you need to intercept messages in
your own or another application to
detect when it closes or activates,
create a background thread in an
ActiveX DLL, intercept keystrokes to
add “hotkey” support to an application,
or call an API function indirectly or any
of a dozen other things.

FROM Desaware
Product

Top 250

Review

Price

SpyWorks V8.0

165

êêêêê

$479.04

Desaware Universal COM 2006

212

-

$636.02

Desaware Universal .NET 2006

241

-

$636.02

-

-

$391.02

CAS/Tester V1.0

It is written in C# and provides you
with considerably improved upload

speed and stability compared to
existing ASP file upload components.
During uploads and download
you can invoke a progress window
automatically without installing any
other software. The pop-up progress
window shows you uploading speed,
file size, uploaded file size and time
remaining. It can also be customized
by using progress objects.
You are able to watermark uploaded
images and convert uploaded images
to thumbnails. It supports various file
conversion formats (BMP, JPG, GIF etc.)
and it provides detailed information
about image files.

$77.42

Desaware File Property Component V1.0

-

-

Desaware Licensing System V1.5

-

êêêêê

Desaware NT Service Toolkit .NET Edition V2.0

-

-

$479.04

Product

Top 250

Review

StateCoder V2.0

-

-

$489.02

DEXTUpload .NET Pro V3.6

-

-

$338.00

StorageTools V3.0

-

-

$191.04

DEXTUpload Pro V3.2

-

-

$299.00

VersionStamper V6.5

-

-

$239.04

DEXTUploadX V2.3

-

-

$377.00

FROM DEVPIA

$1,465.10

USA toll free: (888) 850-9911
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Dundas Software

Janus Systems

Fully managed charting for your ASP.NET projects.

Add Outlook style interfaces to your .NET
applications.

Dundas Chart for ASP.NET Enterprise Edition

Janus WinForms Controls Suite

Stock Chart
You can create stock charts, with
multiple chart areas using Bolinger
Bands.

Combination Chart
It is easy to create combination
charts.

Point Chart
Point Chart, using Weighted
Average and Exponential Average
Formulas.

Office 2007
Janus Winforms Control Suite now
offers Office 2007 visual style for
all controls included in the suite.

Janus Schedule Control for .NET
Present appointments and its
related owners in different Views,
representing Days, WorkWeeks,
Weeks and Months.

Ribbon Component
Janus Winforms Control Suite now
also includes a Ribbon control.

• S upports AJAX based zooming, scrolling and user interface

• Includes Outlook style grid, calendar view, journal and shortcut bar

• A
 dd visual appeal with advanced Flash or SVG animation effects

• Now supports snap lines, base lines, ImageList keys and more

• P
 rovides a wide range of standard and advanced chart types

• Includes VisualStyleManager plus Visual Studio 2005 style

Dundas Chart for ASP.NET Enterprise
Edition is a fully managed, CLR
(Common Language Runtime)
compliant charting component
designed for ASP.NET development.
Included is support for all standard
and many advanced chart types,
drilldown functionality, full Visual
Studio Integrated help, a variety of
different image formats and intuitive

Janus WinForms Controls Suite
consists of 100% .NET managed
code components from the
ComponentSource best seller Janus
Systems. The controls are designed to
provide user interfaces for Microsoft
.NET Smart Client applications
patterned after Microsoft Outlook. All
of the controls in the suite are 100% C#
managed controls designed to be used
with Visual Studio .NET.

samples and examples to speed up
development time. Graphics take full
advantage of GDI+ and the use of
transparency, anti-aliasing, gradients
and more. Dundas Chart for ASP.NET
Enterprise Edition includes many
advanced features including: formula
support, data grouping, empty data
point handling, data filtering and
highlighting.

FROM Dundas Software
Product

38

Janus WinForms Controls Suite V3.5

Top 250

Review

Price

Dundas Chart for ASP.NET Enterprise Edition V6.0

9

-

Dundas Chart for ASP.NET Professional Edition V6.0

96

-

$671.04

Dundas Map for .NET V1.0

141

-

$1,469.02

Dundas Chart for Windows Forms Enterprise Edition V6.0

152

-

$1,919.04

Dundas Chart for Windows Forms Professional Edition V6.0

207

-

$671.04

Dundas Calendar for Reporting Services V1.6

-

-

Dundas Chart for Reporting Services V2.1

-

-

Dundas Chart for SharePoint V1.5

-

Dundas Gauge for Reporting Services V1.5
Dundas Reporting Services Dashboard Bundle

$2,879.04

Janus WinForms Controls Suite
contains Janus GridEX for .NET

(Outlook Grid), Janus Schedule for
.NET (Outlook Calendar View), Janus
Timeline Control for .NET (Outlook
Journal), Janus ButtonBar Control
for .NET and ExplorerBar Controls
for .NET (Outlook Shortcut Bar),
Janus CommandManager (Menus
and Toolbars), Janus PanelManager
(Outlook / VS.NET panes) and Janus
TabControl (tab control).
Janus WinForms Controls Suite is Visual
Studio 2005 and Visual Studio 2008
compatible.

FROM Janus Systems
Top 250

Review

Janus WinForms Controls Suite V3.5

7

êêêêê

$757.44

$1,959.02

Janus GridEX for .NET V3.5

25

êêêê

$469.44

$1,959.02

Janus Web ASP.NET Server Controls Suite V3.0

27

-

$661.44

-

$1,959.02

Janus Schedule and Timeline Controls for .NET V3.5

71

-

$431.04

-

-

$1,959.02

Janus GridEX 2000b

161

êêêêê

$315.84

-

-

$2,449.02

Janus UI Controls for .NET V3.5

-

-

$431.04

www.componentsource.com
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Dundas Chart for ASP.NET Enterprise Edition V6.0

Janus WinForms Controls Suite
Add powerful Outlook style interfaces to your applications

Janus GridEX for .NET

Windows Forms Controls

Janus GridEX is a control capable of working in bound fashion
with ADO.NET or IList data sources. The control supports
hierarchical display of data and permits you to create effective
user interfaces similar to Microsoft Outlook®, while easing
development and maintenance time. The functionality provided
by the control allows you to display, format, edit, sort, group,
ﬁlter, manipulate, summarize, preview and print your data.
Standalone MaskEdit, MultiColumn Combo, and UpDown controls
are also included.

Janus Ribbon & Command Manager Controls

A suite of controls designed to
provide powerful user interfaces
for Microsoft .NET Smart Client
applications patterned after
Microsoft Outlook®. All of the
controls in the suite are 100% C#
managed controls designed to be
used with Visual Studio® 2005.
Janus WinForms Controls Suite
includes the following controls:

Janus Command Manager and new Ribbon controls are

Janus GridEx for .NET

also included in the suite. These controls provide Windows

(Outlook Grid)

developers with stylish menus and toolbars. The components

Janus Schedule for .NET

permit advanced customization of the menus and toolbars of
your applications. Use the built in VisualStyles in the controls

(Outlook Calendar View)

to easily provide your applications with a look similar to

Janus Timeline for .NET

Windows XP, Ofﬁce 2000, Ofﬁce XP, Ofﬁce 2003 or 2007.

(Outlook Journal)

Janus Timeline Control for .NET

Janus ButtonBar for .NET

The Janus Timeline Control is ideal for displaying items in relation

(Outlook Shortcut Bar)

to time. Items in the control are arranged in chronological order

Janus ExplorerBar for .NET

from left to right on a time scale that can be divided from
seconds to years. You can easily load, display, format, group,

(Outlook Shortcut Bar)

ﬁlter, edit and manipulate items with the functionality available

Janus UI CommandManager

in the control in both bound and unbound modes.

(Menus and Toolbars)

Janus Schedule for .NET

Janus PanelManager

The Janus Schedule control can present appointments and related

(Outlook / Visual Studio .NET panes)

owners in different Views, representing Days, WorkWeeks,
Weeks, and Months. The control also supports working with
recurrent appointments. You can easily load, display, format,
ﬁlter, edit, manipulate, preview, and print appointments with

Janus TabControl
(Tab Control)

the functionality available in the control in both bound and

NEW!

unbound modes. A stand-alone Janus Calendar Combo Control,

All controls now feature Ofﬁce 2007

used to edit date and time values, is also included.

look & feel plus Ribbon Bar

Download a free trial or buy now at

www.componentsource.com
© 2008 Janus Systems SA. All rights reserved.

LEAD Technologies

Macrovision

Precision image control - used by Corel, HP, Kodak
and Microsoft.

Create high-quality Windows Installer, server and
mobile installations.

LEADTOOLS Raster Imaging Pro

InstallShield

© 1996-2008 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

LEADTOOLS Raster Imaging Pro V15.0

Image File Formats
Load and save files in many
different raster file formats.

Compression Support
Compress images into lossy or
lossless image formats, using
market-leading compression
techniques.

InstallShield Professional 2008

Spatial Image Manipulation
Stretch and Shear images.

Welcome Assistant
InstallShield includes a helpful
welcome assistant to get you up
and running quickly.

Application Information
The Application Information page
requests general information
about your application.

Installation Architecture
You can customize your
Installation Architecture by
configuring the features that are
included in your installation.

• I ncludes API, .NET class, C++ class library, ActiveX and VCL toolkit

• Minimize the need for reboots with the Restart Manager infrastructure

• L oad, save and convert over 150+ raster image file formats

• User Account Control (UAC) support and digital signature enhancements provide
improved security for software installation

• S upports TWAIN, screen capture and database connectivity
LEADTOOLS Raster Imaging Pro is a
.NET Class Library, C++ Class Library
and DLL Imaging API SDK with 150+
raster file formats (JPEG, GIF, TIFF...),
image processing with 2000+ effects,
Image transforms and filters, extensive
loading and viewing options, TWAIN
scanning, printing, thumbnail browser,
Internet and database imaging
functions, compression, screen

capture, drawing, color conversion,
Internet/intranet imaging, graphics
conversion, common dialogs, etc. It
also includes digital paint functionality
for developers who need to
incorporate paint capability into their
applications. The included LEADTOOLS
Raster Tile Image Viewer, enables you
to add fast, interactive image viewing
into your ASP.NET 2.0 web applications.

FROM LEAD Technologies
Product

Top 250

Review

LEADTOOLS Raster Imaging Pro V15.0

29

-

$796.00

LEADTOOLS ePrint V5.0

60

-

$47.04

LEADTOOLS Multimedia V15.0

217

-

$571.20

InstallShield allows you to create
flexible installations quickly and easily
across all Windows operating systems.
First-time developers find it easy to
create installations, while power users
find its depth and flexibility perfect
for developing complex software
installations. InstallShield includes
support for UAC, Restart Manager,
Windows Vista validation testing,
Windows Installer 4.0, expanded digital
signing capabilities and more.

The InstallShield IDE, automated
wizards, templates and pre-built
objects saves you significant time and
effort. The Project Assistant walks you
through the setup building process,
increasing your efficiency while
helping you avoid errors. InstallShield
also comes with Trialware functionality
which allows developers to add more
flexibility into their setup projects
(InstallShield Premier Edition Only).

Price

FROM Macrovision
Product

Top 250

Review

InstallShield Professional 2008

12

-

$1,664.08

Price

LEADTOOLS Barcode 2D Datamatrix V15.0

-

-

$1,465.10

InstallShield Premier 2008

15

-

$3,324.05

LEADTOOLS Document Imaging Suite V15.0

-

êêêê

$3,196.00

InstallAnywhere Enterprise Edition 2008

19

-

$3,699.08

LEADTOOLS ICR Module V15.0

-

-

$1,945.13

InstallShield Express 2008

33

êêêê

LEADTOOLS Medical Imaging Suite V15.0

-

-

$6,396.00

AdminStudio Professional V8.6

44

-

$4,899.02

LEADTOOLS OCR Module V15.0

-

-

$1,915.20

AdminStudio Enterprise V8.6

-

-

$8,819.02

LEADTOOLS Raster Imaging V14.5

-

êêêê

AdminStudio Standard V8.6

-

-

$1,959.02

LEADTOOLS Vector Imaging Pro V15.0

-

-

InstallAnywhere Standard Edition 2008

-

-

$1,571.58

$445.50
$1,605.98

USA toll free: (888) 850-9911

$474.05

www.componentsource.com
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Syncfusion

The Imaging Source

Accelerate WinForms and ASP.NET development
with 150+ components.

Read, edit, and create documents in HTML and
Microsoft Word formats.

Syncfusion Essential Studio

TX Text Control .NET

© 1996-2008 ComponentSource. All Rights Reserved. All prices correct at the time of press. Online prices may vary from those shown due to daily fluctuations and online discounts.

Syncfusion Essential Studio Enterprise 2008

Essential Grid
Features Excel like grid
functionality implemented using a
style based architecture.

Excel Reading and Writing
The included Essential XlsIO
components let you create
sophisticated Excel reporting in
your business applications.

TX Text Control .NET Enterprise Edition V14

Windows Forms and ASP.NET
Charting
Offers over 15 chart types and an
innovative data object model.

Character and Paragraph
Formatting
All formatting options expected
from a word processor are
available.

Bullets and Numbered Lists
Bullets and numbered lists can
be inserted, incremented and
numbered from program code or
manually.

Headers and Footers
All of TX Text Control .NET’s vast
array of character formatting can
be applied to the text that appears
in a header or footer.

• I ncludes grids, docking, charting, diagramming, PDF & Office reporting and
scheduling with a solid architecture

• Standardized WYSIWYG interface supports drag and drop

• 1
 year of support and updates; no royalties, runtimes, or server fees

• Provides full integration with Visual Studio .NET

Syncfusion Essential Studio includes
Syncfusion Essential Tools, Essential
Grid, Essential Grouping, Essential
XlsIO, Essential Diagram, Essential
Chart and Essential Edit. it incorporates
a unique debugging support system
that allows switching between ‘Debug’
and ‘Release’ versions of the libraries
with a single click from inside the
Visual Studio.NET IDE. Dynamic and

TX Text Control .NET supports tables,
object linking and embedding,
database access, bulleted and
numbered lists, and more. It even
supports drag and drop so you can
drop text in directly from other
applications. It supports the following
word processing formats: DOC, RTF,
TXT, HTML, CSS, XML and PDF. Other
features include: headers & footers,

• Supported formats include DOC, RTF, TXT, HTML, CSS, XML and PDF

feature-rich, Syncfusion Essential
Studio is everything developers need
to create enterprise-class applications.
Also included is Essential TestStudio,
which enables automated testing of
Syncfusion controls using Mercury
Quick Test Professional. Syncfusion
Essential Studio comes with 1 year of
support and updates.

FROM Syncfusion
Product

images and stylesheets XML and
stylesheet programming, Unicode,
multi-lingual dialog boxes. TX Text
Control .NET also features advanced
Internet functionality allowing you to
create applications that run directly in
Internet Explorer, and there is also an
HTML filter so you can support writing
and reading documents in HTML.

FROM The Imaging Source
Top 250

Review

Syncfusion Essential Studio Enterprise 2008

40

êêêêê

Syncfusion Essential XlsIO 2008

42

-

Syncfusion Essential DocIO 2008

-

-

Syncfusion Essential Calculate 2008

-

Syncfusion Essential Chart 2008
Syncfusion Essential Diagram 2008

Price

Top 250

Review

TX Text Control .NET Enterprise Edition V14

36

-

$2,158.20

$485.10

TX Text Control .NET Professional Edition V14

151

-

$1,034.10

$485.10

TX Text Control ActiveX Enterprise/XML V14

162

-

$2,158.20

-

$485.10

TX Text Control ActiveX Professional V14

-

êêêê

$1,034.10

-

-

$485.10

TX Text Control .NET Standard Edition V14

-

-

$494.10

-

-

$485.10

TX Text Control .NET Server V14

-

-

$2,938.04

Syncfusion Essential Edit 2008

-

-

$485.10

TX Text Control ActiveX Standard V14

-

-

$494.10

Syncfusion Essential Grid 2008

-

-

$583.10

TX Text Control ActiveX Server V14

-

-

$2,938.04

Syncfusion Essential HTMLUI 2008

-

-

$485.10

TX Text Control Bundle Standard Edition V14

-

-

$782.04

Syncfusion Essential PDF 2008

-

-

$485.10

TX Text Control Bundle Professional Edition V14

-

-

$1,714.02

$1,269.10

Product

USA toll free: (888) 850-9911

Price
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Abstraction Systems

AG-TECH

Advanced, single/multi-line
text, image and animated
image tooltips.

Fast, easy to program access
to Pervasive.SQL databases
from .NET.

• I ncludes 4 types of tooltip controls;
SingleLine, MultiLine, Image and
Animation

• Provides direct access to Pervasive’s
transactional interface from within
.NET

• A
 ll layout elements are fully
customizable in code or through
Visual Studio

• Extended class enables maximum
performance when searching
Pervasive data

ToolTipsFactory for .NET V1.2

ToolTipsFactory for .NET is a set of
components designed to add visually
and functionally sophisticated ToolTips
to Windows Forms applications.
These components give application
developers the possibility to add really
dynamic tooltips to their applications,
with single or multi-line text, images or
even animations as content. They also
give programmers full control over size
and layout of the ToolTip’s background,
border and behavior.
If you are creating multi-line tooltips
the number of lines is only limited by

Btrieve Classes for .NET V2.0

ToolTipsFactory for .NET

the size of the selected font and the
vertical screen resolution. If you prefer
images in your tooltip, ToolTips Factory
for .NET provides icons, photographs,
dynamically created drawings etc.
The images can be assigned at design
time in Visual Studio .NET, loaded or
dynamically created at run-time by the
application.
ToolTipsFactory for .NET is 100%
managed code and includes full
Visual Studio integration and designer
support. Plus it can also be integrated
with other third party .NET controls.

Btrieve Classes for .NET is a set of .NET
database access support classes that
enable fast, easy to program access
from .NET programs to Pervasive.SQL
databases via the Btrieve API. As such
they greatly help developers looking
to write .NET programs accessing data
in Pervasive.SQL databases or those
looking to migrate existing pre-.NET
Btrieve/Pervasive applications to .NET.

This product includes two types of
class library the first (DDF Class) is
specifically designed for the .NET
Framework and composed of classes
that enable smart and efficient access
to column data and definition of data
type conversion code. The second type
of class (Native Class) provides Btrieve
API level access from .NET managed
code.

Btrieve Classes for .NET performs with
greater efficiency and hence faster
than ADO.NET or Pervasive’s OLE DB
provider.

Btrieve Classes for .NET includes full
support for Pervasive PSQL v9 and
Visual Studio 2005.

FROM Abstraction Systems
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Product
ToolTipsFactory for .NET V1.2

FROM AG-TECH

Top 250

Review

Price

-

êêêê

$287.04

Product
Btrieve Classes for .NET V2.0

Antenna House

Aurigma

Format XML/XSL-FO
documents, data and forms
at high speed.

Add comprehensive imaging
functionality into your
applications.

• S upports most Unicode languages
including Latin, Cyrillic, Greek,
Japanese, Chinese, Hangul, Arabic,
Hebrew and Thai

• Fast and memory-friendly image
processing

XSL Formatter Standard V4.2

Review

-

-

Price
$392.00

• Reliable architecture which prevents
memory leaks and deadlocks
• Supports JPEG, PNG, GIF, WBMP, TIFF
and BMP

XSL Formatter

XSL Formatter offers a clear GUI,
support for over 50 languages,
PDF generation, W3C compliance,
extensions and formatting capabilities,
unlimited document size and SVG
support. In addition XSL Formatter
offers vector support for EMF and
WMF, CMYK support, and wide
ranging output capabilities such as
MathML native drawing, WordML

Top 250

Graphics Mill V2.0

• C
 an produce high quality PDF files


Btrieve Classes for .NET

transformation, XSL Report Designer
integration and PDF enhancement.
It offers the ability to write in vertical
mode, to run the text from right to left
as in Arabic and Hebrew and also to
create multilingual documents with
language mixtures on the same page
and even on the same line.

Graphics Mill is a set of fast and
memory-friendly components which
resolve most image processing
requirements. It can load/save files
of most popular formats, enhance,
transform, display, reduce colors,
combine images, draw imagery, etc.
Graphics Mill also includes a handy
control which allows you to zoom, pan,
scroll image, select areas of the image.

Graphics Mill

Graphics Mill allows you to apply
color management (using ICM 2.0)
to your images, so you can handle
CMYK images gracefully. You can also
combine images with full support of
alpha channel and various combine
modes (such as Add, Xor, Substract,
Texturize, Screen, Overlay and others).
It includes an intuitive API which is
easy for ASP & VB programmers to use.

FROM Antenna House
Product

Top 250

Review

XSL Formatter Standard V4.2

93

-

$4,900.00

OfficeHTMLFilter V1.1

-

-

$980.00

Server Based Converter V1.3

-

-

$1,960.00

XML Editor V3.2

-

-

$47.04

XSL Formatter Lite V4.2

-

-

$1,470.00

FROM Aurigma

Price
Product

Top 250

Review

Graphics Mill V2.0

-

êêêêê

$97.02

Aurigma Image Uploader V5.0

-

-

$180.32

FlashChart V2.0

-

-

$195.02

Graphics Mill for .NET V4.5

-

-

$538.02
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BCGSoft

Bennet-Tec Information Systems

Create Office, Visual Studio
and IE style user interfaces.

Display colorful, rich text in
your form’s text box.

• I ncludes a customizable Office 2007
style Ribbon control

• Display and manipulation of RTF and
HTML formatted data

• I ncludes more than 200 well
designed, tested MFC extension
classes

• Embed and view BMP, WMF, ICO and
JPEG images

BCGControlBar Library Professional V9.56

BCGControlBar Professional Edition
is an MFC extension library that
allows you to create Microsoft Office
2000/XP/2003/2007 and Microsoft
Visual Studio-like applications with
full customization options (ribbons,
customizable toolbars, menus,
keyboard and more). BCGControlBar
Professional Edition includes many
features such as detachable tab
windows, auto hide windows,

ALLText HT/Pro V4.5

BCGControlBar Library

• Display and edit text in multiple
simultaneous fonts

docking control bars and toolbars
that display context while dragging,
docking algorithms, shortcut bars with
detachable panes, tabbed toolbars,
text editor with syntax highlighting,
IntelliSense-style support, completely
flat look and more. The library has
more than 200 thoroughly designed,
tested and fully documented MFC
extension classes.

ALLText HT/Pro is a full formatted
text box (rich text) that supports
the display of multiple fonts, colors,
paragraph formatting and even
bitmap backgrounds. ALLText HT/Pro’s
capablities include: text editing and
display, both RTF & HTML formatting,
hypertext, word processing, format
converstions, enhanced word/
phrase search and more. Paragraph

ALLText HT/Pro

Formatting includes alignment:
centered, left, right, or left/right
justify, margins: left and top, as well
as hanging, right and bottom indents,
vertical spacing: space before, after,
etc. and more.
ALLText allows the programmer
complete control through code, over
how the text is manipulated.

FROM Bennet-Tec Information Systems
Product

Product
Top 250

Review

Price

BCGControlBar Library Professional V9.56

51

-

$587.02

BCGControlBar Library .NET Edition V3.1

-

-

$538.02

BCGControlBar Library Standard V7.0

-

-

$293.02

BCGSoft Professional Editor V8.5

-

-

$195.02

Top 250

Review

-

-

$343.00

MetaDraw V3.1

-

êêê

$479.04

MetaDraw WinForms for .Net

-

-

$489.02

TList Pro V7.0

-

-

$383.04

TList WinForms for .Net

-

-

$391.02

ALLText HT/Pro V4.5

Change Vision

Chant

Business process UML
modeling tool.

Comprehensive development
and testing environment for
working with speech.

• E dit model information directly,
without opening dialog boxes

• Generate word pronunciation
phonemes

• S upported diagram types include
Class, UseCase, Sequence,
Collaboration, StateChart, Activity,
Component and Deployment

• Create and edit lexicon using XML

JUDE V5.1

Chant Developer Workbench 2007

JUDE includes basic features to
make modeling simple and user
friendly. JUDE is suitable for business
use, handling large-sized models
and document creation. It includes
enriched features, such as the ability to
change your view freely using a map
view, zoom by dragging, unlimited
undo/redo, the ability to output
project information to a CSV file,
automatic generation of class diagrams
with model information, diagram
creation guidance and more.
JUDE supports the basic UML

• Invoke speaker training
JUDE

Chant Developer Workbench

1.4 diagrams including: UseCase,
Sequence, Collaboration, Statechart,
Activity and Class (Object/Package/
Robustness).
You can lock project files from other
users, set the font for the whole
project file and configure print setting
for each diagram. JUDE also lets you
display multilingual aliases (e.g. English
and Japanese) on diagrams, export
diagrams to RTF and HTML documents
and generate Class diagrams from
Class files.

Chant Developer Workbench is
comprised of tools and components
for developing software that speaks
and listens. As an interactive toolset,
it provides a development and testing
environment for working with the
component libraries and the speech
technology objects they manage.
You can manage grammars, profiles,
lexicons, recognizers, synthesizers, and
text-to-speech markup interactively
and directly within application
software you develop and deploy.

FROM Change Vision

46

Price

Within the Chant Developer
Workbench interactive environment,
you can: create and edit grammars in
native grammar syntax, generate word
pronunciation phonemes, compile
and debug grammars, manage
lexicons, create and edit lexicon using
XML, generate word pronunciation
phonemes, edit word pronunciation
phonemes, import and export lexicon
word pronunciations, manage speaker
profiles, enumerate speaker profiles for
selection and command line testing
and more.

FROM Chant

Product

Top 250

Review

Top 250

Review

JUDE V5.1

35

-

$280.00

Chant Developer Workbench 2007

-

-

$881.02

TRICHORD V 1.2

-

-

$200.00

SpeechKit V5.0

-

-

$195.02

www.componentsource.com
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FROM BCGSoft

Compuware

Crownwood Software

Build reliable applications
and components for .NET and
Windows.

Create Microsoft Office style
applications in minutes.

• S imulate .NET Framework faults and
test error handling code

• Provide VS 2005 style docking
windows with docking indicators

• E xport memory, performance and
coverage data into useful reports

• T abbedGroups control provides
flexible, customizable MDIs

DevPartner Studio Professional Edition V8.2

DotNetMagic V5.3

• S upports full Visual Studio 2005
integration

DevPartner Studio

• Includes a high performance,
scalable tree control

DevPartner Studio Professional Edition
helps developers build reliable,
high-performance applications
and components for .NET and for
native Windows by quickly solving
problems with .NET migration, legacy
integration, locating errors in code,
memory analysis, tuning runtime
performance across distributed
applications, and assuring thorough

testing. DevPartner’s memory analysis
shows you the amount of memory
consumed by an object or class, tracks
the references that are holding an
object in memory, and identifies the
lines of source code within a method
responsible for allocating the memory.
DevPartner Studio Professional Edition
integrates with Visual Studio .NET 2003
and 2005 and Visual Studio 6.

FROM Compuware
Product

Price

DotNetMagic user interface library
provides Office 2007 style rendering
including the blue, silver and black
office schemes. It also has a docking
window system that offers all the
features found in Visual Studio .NET. It
mimics the appearance of Visual Studio
.NET and features; multiple content in
same row or column, multiple content
inside same docking window, the
ability to restore windows in same
row or column and an auto hide
capability just like Visual Studio .NET.
The TabbedGroups control provides a
similar ability to organise documents

Top 250

Review

DevPartner Studio Professional Edition V8.2

5

êêêêê

$2,280.00

DevPartner for Visual C++ BoundsChecker Suite V8.2

14

-

$1,344.00

DevPartner Java Edition V4.3

86

-

$2,304.00

DevPartner Studio Enterprise Edition V8.2

-

-

$9,216.00

Product

OptimalJ V4.3

-

-

$6,048.00

DotNetMagic V5.3

DotNetMagic

as found in Visual Studio .NET. The
window docking features include,
edge docking, floating, pinnable,
sliding auto hide and hide and show.
The customizable Tree control includes:
none, single or multi-select modes,
support for XP Themes, groups and list
style and full color customization.
Full source code, 12 months of
updates and 12 months email support
is included. Visual Studio 2005
compatible. C# and VB.NET samples
included.

FROM Crownwood Software

Data Techniques

DataDirect Technologies

Scan and acquire images
from twain devices.

Comprehensive XML
data transformation and
aggregation toolset.

• O
 bject oriented design simplifies
development of scanner enabled
applications

• Includes synchronized visual XML
editing views, Sense:X, Integrated
XML Validator, XML differencing,
and more

ImageMan.Net Twain V2.5

• Supports visual XQuery editing,
mapping and debugging

ImageMan.Net Twain

ImageMan.Net Twain toolkit is a set
of 100% managed .NET WinForms
controls and classes for building
applications capable of scanning
and acquiring images from TWAIN
compatible cameras and scanners .
It returns image data as .NET Bitmap
objects allowing them to be easily
integrated into your applications.
Image control properties such as

Brightness, Contrast, Orientation,
ScanArea, Resolution, PixelType and
PaperSize properties simplify setting
common scanning parameters.
Support for Internet Explorer allows
the controls to be used in browser
based applications eliminating the
need to manually install applications
on client machines.

FROM Data Techniques
Product

Review

97

êêêêê

Price
$391.02

Stylus Studio® XML Professional Suite 2008

• S upport for setting, getting and
negotiating all TWAIN capabilities


Top 250

Stylus Studio® XML 2008 is
an advanced XML integrated
development environment (XML IDE)
consisting of XML tools and highperformance Java & .NET components
for deploying data integration
applications. Stylus Studio® XML 2008
includes features for working with XML,
XQuery, XML Pipeline, XSLT, XSL:FO,
EDI, XML Schema/DTD, XPath, XML &
databases, XHTML, XML mapping, XML
publishing and Web services.

Top 250

Review

ImageMan.Net Twain V2.5

200

êê

$318.50

FaxMan Jr. V2.03

232

êêêêê

$475.20

Product

FaxMan V4.4

-

-

$763.20

Stylus Studio® XML Professional Suite 2008

ImageMan ActiveX V8.6

-

êêêêê

$485.10

ImageMan.Net V1.51

-

-

$583.10

Stylus Studio® XML

Stylus Studio® XML 2008 also features
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
integration tools for converting
(EDIFACT to XML, X12 to XML),
mapping and deploying advanced
XML data integration applications
which involve read/write access to
legacy EDIFACT and X12 data sources.
It also lets you create XML Schema files
that correspond to the converted EDI
documents.

Price

FROM DataDirect Technologies
Top 250

Review

226

-

$343.00

Stylus Studio® XML Academic 2008

-

-

$250.00

Stylus Studio® XML Enterprise Suite 2008

-

-

$583.10
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DBI Technologies

Derdack

Build team management and
resource planning solutions.

Accelerate the development
of two-way SMS and EMS
messaging applications.

• S hare schedule, appointment,
contact, location and task
information

• Encapsulation of SMSC
communication protocols

Solutions::Schedule for .NET V2.0

Solutions::Schedule for .NET allows
developers to create scheduling
solutions such as those found in
the healthcare or services sector.
Solutions::Schedule .NET includes
intuitive mouse driven scheduling
and planning with Gantt-style project
management features. Other features
include independent cell formatting,
timebar overlap, split and linking

•W
 orldwide deployment possible,
tested with all major SMSCs
• Easy-to-use and well-structured
developer API

Solutions::Schedule for .NET

styles. You can easily add a visual
reference point for the current date
and time in a schedule by using the
Current Time Line feature. Time lines
extend vertically through the schedule
area and are drawn along the major
time segments. Developers can also
add Zoom-in/out capabilities by
programmatically changing the value
of the TimeDistance property.

FROM DBI Technologies
Top 250

Review

Solutions::Schedule for .NET V2.0

Product

50

-

$969.22

Price

Solutions::PIM Professional V3.0

SMSC Connectivity SDK

SMSC Connectivity SDK prevents
you from the time-consuming
implementation of sophisticated lowlevel communication protocols (UCP,
SMPP, Sema OIS, CIMD2) needed for
high-speed messaging applications
with direct SMSC access. Your
application will be mobile messaging
enabled within a few days.
It includes a COM developer toolkit
for mobile messaging that enables
sending and receiving of SMS/EMS via
direct SMSC links (up to 40 messages/
second). It encapsulates all major SMSC

180

êêêê

$538.02

Calendar Tools 2.0 for .NET

-

-

$391.02

Component Toolbox .NET V2.0

-

-

$293.02

Product

Studio Controls R3

-

êêêêê

$863.04

SMSC Connectivity SDK V2.1

FOSS Software

Create barcodes from within
your applications.

Create professional, modern
user interfaces for your
Windows applications.

• S upports EAN/UPC, Code 39, Code
128/EAN 128, Codabar, Telepen, and
many postal barcodes

• Microsoft Office 2000/XP/2003 and
Visual Studio 2005 look-and-feel

• F ully supports Office 2000/2002,
2003 and 2007 and Windows 2000,
XP and Vista.
dBarcode 1D Developers Kit allows
developers to generate barcodes
directly from within a variety of
development environments. It
supports over 50 major barcode
types including Code 128, Code 39,
EAN, UPC, etc. Each unit enables
the developer to set the code data,
code type, size, human readable font
properties and alignment, bearer

SMSC Connectivity SDK includes
SMSC connectivity for both TCP/IP and
X.25 as well as delivery notifications.
Also included is an easy-to-use
and well structured developer API,
comprehensive documentation and
samples.

FROM Derdack

dLSoft

dBarcode 1D Developers Kit V8.1

communication protocols: SMPP, UCP,
Sema OIS and Nokia CIMD2 and
supports all major SMS formats
including 7bit ASCII, 8bit binary, EMS,
Unicode, Flash-SMS, picture messages,
logos, ringing tones, group graphics
and smart messages.

Top 250

Review

-

-

Price
$3,497.62

Prof-UIS V2.81

• Includes: tabbed docking windows,
tab containers, data grid and
property grid controls


dBarcode 1D Developers Kit

bars, orientation, background and
foreground colors all from within their
application. It includes an ActiveX
DLL for use in Visual Basic, VBA (eg
MS Access) and C/C++, and Delphi
components (based on TImage).
A 32-bit OLE server is also included for
OLE-enabled Windows applications.

Prof-UIS

Prof-UIS is an easy-to-use MFC
extension library that enables you
to deliver Windows applications
with a professional and user-friendly
interface. More than 200 thoroughly
tested and documented C++ classes,
templates and interfaces will help you
take the time and complexity out of
incorporating rich and up-to-date GUI
facilities in your projects including:
Office 2000/XP/2003 and Visual Studio

2005 look-and-feel, ribbons, tabbed
docking windows, tab containers
with detachable tabs, extremely
customizable data grid and property
grid controls, customizable menus,
toolbars and keyboard accelerators,
multi profile GUI persistence and more.
Prof-UIS is an extensible, objectoriented framework that enables you
to easily customize and extend its
functionality.

FROM dLSoft
Product

48

FROM FOSS Software

Top 250

Review

dBarcode 1D Developers Kit V8.1

178

-

$374.37

Price
Product

Top 250

Review

Barcode Macros for Office V5.01

181

-

$261.49

Prof-UIS V2.81

100

-

$289.10

Active Barcode Component - Universal V5.0

$142.10

Price

187

êêêêê

$299.12

Elegant Ribbon V2.2

143

-

dBarcode.NET 2D Universal V2.85

-

-

$374.37

Elegant Grid V1.3

-

-

$93.10

dBarcode-2D Developers Kit V8.0

-

-

$562.49

Prof-UIS Frame Features V1.2

-

-

$191.10

www.componentsource.com
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• S upports TimeBar linking, cell-level
formatting, multi-select TimeBar
and more.

SMSC Connectivity SDK V2.1

Global Majic Software

Graphics Server Technologies

Provide visual gauges for
technical applications.

Add rich charting
functionality to your .NET
applications.

• A
 suite of instrumentation interface
controls

• Includes data binding properties for
Windows Forms and ASP.NET

• P
 rovides full control over instrument
properties

• Bind to data sources created in Visual
Studio at design time

Instrumentation ActiveX Library V3.5

Graphics Server .NET V4.0

•V
 ery simple and intuitive to
configure

Instrumentation ActiveX Library

• Includes FunnelVertical chart type
and DigitalClock widget

Instrumentation ActiveX Library is a
suite of 11 common instrumentation
interface controls including Angular
Gauge, Knob, LED, Linear Gauge,
Numeric LED, Odometer, Percent,
Selector Knob, Slider, Strip Chart, and
Toggle. Each component gives you
full control over instrument properties
including scales, captions, tics, etc.
Angular Gauge allows multiple scales,

needles, captions and tics. Linear
Gauge allows multiple scales, knobs,
captions and tics. Numeric LED allows
you to build your own digital clock
with an easy-to-use alpha-numeric
component. Odometer offers a
numeric display similar to automobile
odometer or tripometer. Toggle switch
control has bitmap and sound playing
capabilities.

Graphics Server .NET provides a
comprehensive, flexible solution for
adding graphs, charts and widgets to
both Web and Windows applications.
Graphics Server .NET includes features
like drilldowns, ‘live charts’, mouse
events and built-in statistical features.
It lets you add sophisticated graphs
and charts in just minutes with the
Interactive Designer. Chart types
include: pie (2D & 3D), doughnut, line

Graphics Server .NET

(2D & 3D), 100% stacked, area (2D &
3D), horizontal bars (2D & 3D), 100%
stacked, paretto, vertical bars (2D &
3D), bubble (2D & 3D), candlestick,
high, low, open close, volume, range,
funnel, Gantt, multi-segment, polar,
radar, scatter etc.
Server licenses are not required and
distribution is royalty free.

FROM Global Majic Software
Product

FROM Graphics Server Technologies

Top 250

Review

Instrumentation ActiveX Library V3.5

173

-

$459.62

Price
Product

Top 250

Review

Strip Chart V3.5

225

-

$244.02

Graphics Server .NET V4.0

39

-

$999.00

Price

Aircraft ActiveX Library V1.1

-

êêêêê

$440.02

Graphics Server V6.1

-

-

$799.00

Aircraft Instruments V3.1

-

-

$146.02

Graphics Server .NET: Widgets Edition V4.0

-

-

$299.00

GMSI.NET Angular Gauge Component V2.0

-

-

$146.02

VBChart V1.0

-

-

$399.00

Gravitybox Software

Honeywell

Add scheduling capability to
your ASP.NET applications.

Navigate local and network
drives from within your .NET
application.

• R
 enders schedules as standard HTML
which can be placed on a Web page
inside an ASP.NET app to provide
scheduling to your users

• Provides Windows Explorer-like file
viewing functionality

Gravitybox WebSchedule.NET V3.8

• S upports events, colors, schedule
areas, data binding, and more
Gravitybox WebSchedule.NET is an
logical extension of the WinForms
Schedule.NET component. Like its
predecessor, it can display schedules
in many viewmodes but in a browser.
The component renders the schedule
as standard HTML. This allows you
to place it on a web page inside of a
larger ASP.NET application to provide
robust scheduling to your users.
Gravitybox WebSchedule.NET can be
used to display scheduled information

FileNavigator V1.0

• Can see files on network as well as
local computer
Gravitybox WebSchedule.NET

of almost any type, in many, different
formats. The component will display
information in the common grid
format with time and dates on
opposing axes. It will also allow you to
transpose the axes, as well as specify
the increments on the each one. It can
display an arbitrarily large schedule,
allowing for years at a time to be view
and scrolled. There are also conflict
resolution routines that can determine
if a change will cause a conflict with
other appointments.

FROM Gravitybox Software
Product

• Standard file and folder tree view
look and feel

FileNavigator

Honeywell FileNavigator provides
Windows Explorer-like file viewing
functionality for .NET applications.
Developed in C#, this control gives
full file view not only to files on
the local computer, but to files on
the local network as well. It uses a
traditional file and folder look and
feel, supports standard multiple file
selection techniques, drag and drop
(with other .NET components) and
file sorting capability. Other features
include: context (right-click) menus,
multiple file sorting options and

more. It comes with several classes
including: FileNavigator which
defines a user interface to the folder
and file structure of the computer.
FileNavigatorControlEventArgs
which defines the event arguments
used when changes in state occur.
FolderTree which defines the user
interface, methods and properties
for navigating through a directory
structure in a treeview, and
FolderTreeEventArgs which defines
the arguments that are passed when a
FoldersChanged event occurs.

FROM Honeywell

Top 250

Review

Gravitybox WebSchedule.NET V3.8

-

-

$244.02

Price
Product

Top 250

Review

Gravitybox Schedule V7.5

-

êêêêê

$189.05

FileNavigator V1.0

-

-

$277.44

Gravitybox Schedule.NET V5.3

-

-

$244.02

NetSLOC V2.0

-

-

$499.00

USA toll free: (888) 850-9911
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Inabyte

Indigo Rose

Enable advanced calculations
in your accounting or
spreadsheet application.

Create professional
installations using a clear
visual design environment.

• I ntegrates expression parsing,
evaluating, and dependent formula
recalculation

•W
 izard based creation of installation
packages (no coding needed)

InaCalc.Net V3.02

Setup Factory V7.0

• Code editor for advanced developers
to ‘fine tune’ installations

• I ncludes custom function support
and multiple formula recalculation


• Extensive customization through
actions library, themes and skins

InaCalc.Net

InaCalc.Net supports conventional
math operators and functions and
is suitable for heavy-duty number
crunching. It also supports other data
types, such as string, date-time, and
logical and comes with operators and
functions for these data types. It allows
defining variables and sets of related
formulas that implement spreadsheetlike recalculations. The InaCalc.NET

component integrates expression
parsing, evaluating, and dependent
formula recalculation. It is useful in two
general areas; when: a formula has to
be defined and evaluated at runtime.
The product supports spreadsheet-like
multiple formula recalculation, as well
as custom function support and virtual
variables.

Setup Factory offers developers
a solution for creating flexible
installation systems without needing to
learn a proprietary scripting language.
It further sets itself apart by providing
the customization and advanced
control features that developers
require, all from within the Setup
Factory Visual Design Environment. You
can even deploy your applications for
Web servers. Setup Factory contains

Setup Factory

a scripting engine that offers all the
usual programming logic such as
loops, functions and arrays and more.
Setup Factory includes a handy action
wizard that makes it easy, even for
someone with zero programming
knowledge to simply click to add
actions. Also included is a script editor
that makes it easy for advanced users
to edit code directly.

FROM Inabyte
FROM Indigo Rose

Top 250

Review

InaCalc.Net V3.02

-

-

$391.02

Price
Product

Top 250

Review

InaAuthenticate.Net V3.0

-

-

$322.67

Setup Factory V7.0

116

êêêêê

$485.10

InaCardCheck.Net V4.0

-

-

$270.97

AutoPlay Media Studio V7.0

209

êêêêê

$387.10

InaEmailCheck V2.2

-

-

$244.02

TrueUpdate V3.0

-

-

$485.10

InaGrid V3.x

-

-

$342.02

Visual Patch V3.0

-

-

$485.10

Inner Media

Iocomp Software

Add ultra-fast Zip data
compression to your
Windows applications.

Real-time plotting display for
.NET applications.

• .NET, ActiveX, DLL, VCL and Static
Link Library APIs

• Supports data with a continuously
incrementing x-value

• F ully compatible with all past and
current ZIP formats (read and write)

• Intelligent AutoScale of Axes in
human readable format

DynaZip - Max V5.0

Iocomp .NET WinForms Plot Pack V3.0

• R
 un-time royalty free

• Annotations include text, line and
rectangle

DynaZip - Max

DynaZip - Max contains data
compression components, providing
.NET, ActiveX, DLL, VCL and Static
Link Library programming interfaces.
DynaZip - Max Zip and Un-Zip data
compression components are fully
compatible with the PKWare 2.04g,
4.5 and 5.0 Zip formats which means
that your applications can read and
write zip files that are fully compatible

with all past and current zip file
format standards. It includes ultra fast
Zip and Un-Zip multi-threaded data
compression functions and is .NET
ready, reliable and extremely easy to
use. DynaZip - Max is ASP, ASPX and
ActiveX/COM compatible and can be
used with any programming language
supporting COM.or .NET.

Iocomp .Net WinForms Plot Pack
provides power, flexibility and a user
friendly editor to complete all your
plotting requirements. You can zoom
and scroll even while plotting data.
Other features include: unlimited X
and Y axes, unlimited annotations,
unlimited limits, unlimited channels,
unlimited labels, curve fitting, cartesian

FROM Inner Media
Product

50

Price

Iocomp .NET WinForms Plot Pack

axes, visual layout manager, EMF, BMP,
JPG, and TXT file export, stackable
axes, multiple dataViews, scrolling
scales, high/low, candlestick, bar, fill,
symbol marker, graphic marker, trace
line, interpolated trace and many more
data representations available. You can
mix and match on the same channel
at the same time and custom property
editors are included.

FROM Iocomp Software
Top 250

Review

Top 250

Review

DynaZip - Max V5.0

91

êêêêê

$269.10

Iocomp .NET WinForms Plot Pack V3.0

-

-

$841.82

SqueezePlay V2.0

107

-

$975.10

Iocomp .NET WinForms Ultra Pack V3.0

-

-

$1,665.02

DynaZip Max Secure V6.0

117

-

$489.02

Iocomp ActiveX/VCL Instrumentation Pack V3.0

-

-

$440.02

DynaZip - NX V5.0

128

êêêêê

$206.10

Iocomp ActiveX/VCL Plot Pack V3.0

-

-

$681.10

DynaZip - GT V5.0

-

êêêêê

$244.02

Iocomp ActiveX/VCL Ultra Pack V3.0

-

-

$1,367.10

www.componentsource.com
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Product

it-partners.com

Kentico Software

Add advanced list and
combo functionality to your
.NET applications.

Create dynamic Web sites
with a CMS and portal
framework.

• I mprove usability with superior
layout and UI functionality

• Provides a full-featured content
management system

• E xtremely fast data management,
including loading, sorting and
filtering

• Enables rapid development using
Web parts

Kentico CMS for ASP.NET 2.0 Enterprise V2.3

• Windows XP & visual styles support

List Controls for .NET WinForms

List Controls for .NET WinForms
is a .NET custom control package
including itList and itCombo which
are replacements for the following
.NET controls: ListBox, CheckedListBox,
ListView (list or details mode) and
ComboBox. In addition, itList is a grid
control replacement (where in-cell
user editability is not required). List
Controls for .NET WinForms provides
data management, data presentation
and improves end user experiences.
Both controls are easy to learn, simple

to use, highly customizable, reliable
and fast. It includes an intuitive object
model - including objects such as
ListColumn, ListColumnCollection,
ListColumnRange, ListRow and
ListRowRange and several ‘display
styles’ to provide a simple means to
control item presentation (background
and foreground color, font etc.). Full
support for standard keyboard and
mouse operations is included plus an
auto find type-ahead (auto-complete)
style interaction.

FROM it-partners.com

• Highly flexible and extensible
through .NET 2.0 API

Kentico CMS for ASP.NET 2.0

Kentico CMS for ASP.NET provides
a rich set of features covering the
whole web site management life
cycle. It features fast, browser based
development with minimum coding
and lots of ready-to-use Web parts and
modules. It is highly flexible, and full
control over rendered HTML code is
included. The architecture is open and
extensible. You can also develop your

own Web parts and modules in C# or
VB.NET and the CMS API. Kentico CMS
for ASP.NET supports both Forms and
Windows authentication. You can have
the system import user accounts from
Windows domain or Active Directory
automatically. Moreover, you can write
your own authentication provider that
will import user information from an
external database.

FROM Kentico Software
Product

Top 250

Review

Kentico CMS for ASP.NET 2.0 Enterprise V2.3

47

-

$1,469.02

Top 250

Review

Kentico CMS for ASP.NET 2.0 Standard V2.3

-

-

$489.02

List Controls for .NET WinForms V1.0

-

-

$293.02

Kentico CMS for ASP.NET 2.0 Professional V2.3

-

-

$979.02

itCombo V2.0

-

-

$185.22

Kentico Compare SQL V1.1

-

-

$77.42

itGrid V2.0

-

êêêêê

$567.42

Kentico Server Sync V2.0

-

-

$97.02

Product

Price

Keyoti

Lassalle Technologies

Integrate spell checking
functionality into your .NET
applications.

Add interactive flowcharts
and workflow diagrams to
your applications.

• I nteractive dialog checking

• Supports distinct customization for
each node or link of a diagram

RapidSpell Desktop .NET V3.7

AddFlow ActiveX V5.4

• I ncludes support for 3rd party
components

• New XMLFlow control for loading/
saving diagrams in XML

• A
 dd word, change, change all,
ignore, ignore all and smart
suggestion

• Runtime Royalty Free
RapidSpell Desktop .NET

RapidSpell Desktop .NET allows you
to add “as-you-type” spell checking to
any textual application (email, word
processor etc.) with a couple of lines
of code. It can also be used in non GUI
contexts using its spell checking API.
RapidSpell provides 3 spelling
components; RapidSpellDialog
(dialog based checker control),

AddFlow

RapidSpellAsYouType (as you type
check control) and RapidSpellChecker
(core spell checker class).
RapidSpell includes 140,000 word
U.S. & U.K. dictionaries (and user
dictionary), multi-threaded GUI and
a suggestion engine. Additional
dictionaries are available for other
languages.

AddFlow is an ActiveX component
that is useful each time you need to
display and use relationships between
objects in your application. Drawings
can be made interactively (you can
create a full diagram without any
programmation) or programmaticaly
because it offers a set of OLE
automation objects, properties and
methods allowing for instance to

FROM Keyoti
Product

create a node at a given position
Features include: nodes remain
connected when moved, metafile
support, serialization, multi-level
undo/redo, printing, zooming, Bezier
and spline curves, reflexive links,
link jumps, gradient colors, link
autorouting, custom shapes, multiselection, scrolling and user data
association.

FROM Lassalle Technologies
Top 250

Review

Top 250

Review

247

êêêêê

$293.02

AddFlow ActiveX V5.4

101

êêêêê

$489.02

RapidSpell Web .NET V3.4

-

êêêêê

$245.00

AddFlow Suite V5.4

149

-

$979.02

RapidSpell Java Web V2.4

-

-

$195.02

AddFlow Suite for .NET V2.1

202

-

$685.02

Search Lite ASP.NET V2.2

-

-

$245.00

AddFlow for .NET V2.1

211

-

$489.02

Search Pro for ASP.NET V2.2

-

-

$391.02

LayoutFlow for .NET V2.0

-

-

$293.02

RapidSpell Desktop .NET V3.7

52

Price
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List Controls for .NET WinForms V1.0

Neodynamic

NETRONIC Software

Add barcode image
generation to your Windows
Forms applications.

Add interactive Gantt
diagrams to your applications.

• S upports all major barcode formats

• User interactions such as create,
delete and drag & drop activities,
modify time scales are handled by
the component

Barcode Professional for Windows Forms V4.0

VARCHART JGantt V2.3

• S erve barcode images in ASP.NET
Web Services
• A
 utomatically computes the
checksum or check digits

• Includes zooming and scaling of
diagrams

Barcode Professional for Windows Forms

Neodynamic Barcode Professional for
Windows Forms generates barcode
images for Linear 1D and 2D Barcode
Symbologies including Codabar, Code
11, Code 16k, 39, Code 93, 128 (A, B, C),
Data Matrix ECC200, EAN 8, EAN 13,
JAN, Industrial 2 of 5, Interleaved, ISBN,
PDF 417, Postnet, UCC EAN 128, UPC A,
UPC E, etc. It also includes support for
USPS (United States Postal Service),

Royal Mail, Deutsche Post, Australia
and Swiss Postal Services barcodes.
Other features include: Crystal Reports
.NET support, transparent background
support, the ability to save barcode
images as stream objects, full designtime support in Visual Studio, support
for Binary, SOAP and XML serialization
and data binding.

VARCHART JGantt is a component
written in Java, that easily lets you
integrate Gantt charts into your
application. Activities in a chart of
VARCHART JGantt can be displayed
either by a variety of pre-defined bar
shapes, or can be composed from
scratch. Any shape and pattern is
available, even dynamic bars that
actively grow or diminish to indicate

FROM Neodynamic
Product

VARCHART JGantt

the degree of completion of an activity.
Bars can also be connected by links of
different types. Vertical and horizontal
grids can be placed in the Gantt graph.
The time scale can be customized by
position, scaling, colors and font.
Settings to define the appearance and
behavior of the Gantt chart can be
defined at design time.

FROM NETRONIC Software
Top 250

Review

Price

Product

Top 250

Review

Barcode Professional for Windows Forms V4.0

98

-

$313.50

VARCHART JGantt V2.3

-

-

$2,909.62

Price

Barcode Professional for Reporting Services V4.0

220

-

$293.90

VARCHART XGantt ASP.NET V4.1

-

-

$2,674.42

Barcode Professional for ASP.NET V4.0

-

-

$244.90

VARCHART XGantt .NET V4.1

-

-

$2,674.42

Barcode Professional for Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) V1.0

-

-

$323.30

VARCHART XNet V4.1

-

-

$2,841.02

ImageDraw for ASP.NET V3.0

-

-

$225.30

VARCHART XTree V4.1

-

-

$2,135.42

Newtone

Nitobi

Create, edit and manipulate
a variety of image types to
enhance your applications.

Provide desktop-like Web
user interfaces without
complicated frameworks.

• D
 isplay Vector Data (DXF(2D), WMF,
EMF, SVG, SXF)

• Includes 9 cross-browser, AJAX
components

• I mages are resized to fit the
dimensions of the ImageKit control

• Full support for an array of browsers
including Internet Explorer (IE 6+),
Firefox, Mozilla 1.3+, Camino, and
Netscape 7+

ImageKit7

Nitobi Complete UI for ASP.NET 2007

• M
 ulti-layer functionality
ImageKit7

ImageKit7 is a component that
allows you to add image processing
functionality to your applications
quickly and easily. ImageKit7 lets you
load and save image files; edit, display,
and print images; draw shapes and
text on images; display images as
thumbnails or in slideshows.
It supports JPEG2000, SVG, SXF and
other new file formats. It can load and
save image data directly from memory
and can stream image data directly to
a browser. It can read BLOB data from

and save BLOB data to databases and
can convert raster image data to Vector
image data. It can retrieve images
from TWAIN scanning devices and
can automatically detect paper when
scanning.
ImageKit7 is a multi-threaded
component that can be used for Web
server application development.
Included are methods that support
variant type parameters for use in ASP
and other scripting languages that
require variant types.

FROM Newtone

Nitobi Complete UI includes
a suite of cross-browser, AJAX
components. Components include:
Grid (offering Excel copy and paste,
in-place cell editing), Combobox
(paging, suggestive searching and
fuzzy-searching), Tabstrip (AJAX
tab-strip, client-side statefulness
and skinnability), Tree (dynamic tree
component with AJAX drill-down,
unbound mode and data-driven

Nitobi Complete UI

sidebar), Fisheye (featuring the fisheye
zooming effect, allowing easy, access
to long lists), Callout (rich tooltip
and messaging providing user alerts
without difficult coding), Spotlight
(for creating guided tours of web
applications), Calendar (a lightweight,
DHTML calendar picker) and AJAX
Toolkit (a library containing a set of
tools used in Nitobi components that
can be re-used.

FROM Nitobi
Product

Top 250

Review

Nitobi Complete UI for ASP.NET 2007

-

-

$420.42

Price

Product

Top 250

Review

Price

Nitobi Complete UI for ASP 2007

-

-

$479.22

ImageKit7

-

êêêêê

$391.02

Nitobi Complete UI for Java 2007

-

-

$479.22

ResizeKit V1.5

-

-

$52.04

Nitobi Complete UI for PHP 2007

-

-

$479.22
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O2 Solutions

PDFlib

PDF enable your .NET
applications.

Create PDF files from within
server-side or client-side
software.

• C
 reate and edit PDF files and
perform automated PDF form filling

• Includes functions for creating text,
graphics, images and links

• U
 nlimited pages per document, each
with its own size and orientation

• Adds full support for LZWcompressed TIFF and GIF images

PDF4NET .NET Class V3.2

PDFlib+PDI V7.0

• N
 ow supports PDF annotations,
layers and alpha transparency

PDF4NET

PDF4NET is a .NET library for creating,
editing and filling PDF files on the fly
from any .NET application. The library
provides a simple API that allows you
to create complex PDF documents,
or to edit existing PDF files with a few
lines of code. Its core functionality
can be divided into 3 main areas: PDF
creation, PDF editing and PDF forms
filling.

Other features include native support
for most 1D and 2D barcodes and
the ability to create headers, footers,
page templates and layers. The library
provides support for both standard
.NET framework and Compact .NET
framework. Project costs are reduced
when developing with PDF4NET
because it can be distributed royalty
free.

• Incorporate existing PDF pages in
your generated output

PDFlib+PDI

PDFlib is a development tool for PDFenabling your software or generating
PDFs on your server. PPDFlib offers a
simple-to-use API for programmatically
creating PDF files from within your
own server-side or client-side software.

PDFlib+PDI includes all PDFlib
functions, plus the PDF Import Library
(PDI) for including existing PDF pages
in the generated output. PDI allows
you to add text, images, barcodes and
more to existing PDFs.

PDFlib doesn’t make use of third-party
software for generating PDFs, nor does
it require any other tools.

PDFlib is available for all major
operating environments and
development environments.

FROM PDFlib
Top 250

Review

Price

Product

Top 250

Review

PDF4NET .NET Class V3.2

22

êêê

$489.02

PDFlib+PDI V7.0

110

-

$1,950.20

PDFView4NET V1.0

$975.10

124

-

$685.02

PDFlib V7.0

137

-

Barcode4NET Windows Forms & Mobile Devices V2.0

-

-

$293.02

PDFlib PLOP V3.0

240

-

$97.02

Barcode4NET ASP.NET & Reporting Services V2.0

-

-

$293.02

PDFlib TET V2.2

-

-

$195.02

PDF4NET Subscription Renewals V3.2

-

-

$195.02

PDFlib Personalization Server V7.0

-

-

$2,930.20

Pegasus Imaging Corporation

Pintexx

Add comprehensive
document imaging to your
applications.

Add a WYSIWYG HTML editor
to your applications.

• I mage viewing, editing, printing,
scanning, file conversion and more

• No client side installation

• I ncludes a wide range of very fast
image processing functions

• Can be configured to return XHTML
compliant content

ImagXpress Document V8.0

pinEdit Desktop V6.1

• True WYSIWYG editing

• S ample code for: .NET, VB, Delphi,
VC++, C++ Builder, HTML, Access

ImagXpress

ImagXpress is Pegasus Imaging’s
comprehensive image processing
toolkit designed for document
imaging, forms processing, photo
and color imaging application
development. It is ideal for color
image processing and offers a solid
set of image viewing, printing and
TWAIN scanning features. Delivered
as .NET and COM controls for

integration within visual development
environments, this imaging toolkit
delivers some of the fastest processing
speeds available. It also performs
image compression, decompression
and file conversion with support for
over 30 image formats (PDF, TIFF, JPG,
GIF, BMP, WBMP, CALS, PNG, DCX, DIB,
PIC, PBM, PCX, PGM, PPM, TGA, ICO,
RLE etc).

pinEdit

pinEdit is a WYSIWYG HTML editor
that runs in your ActiveX or .NET
Windows Forms application. pinEdit
editor includes three view modes (Edit,
HTML source and Preview), rich text
formatting (font size, family, bold, italic,
underline, justify, indent, outdent, font
color, background color etc.), cut, copy,
paste, undo and redo functions. You
can also insert images and tables with

FROM Pegasus Imaging Corporation
Product
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Price

Other features include: Word like color
selectors, absolute positioning of
controls, zooming and the ability to
insert objects (Button, input, check,
radio, listbox combo, area).

FROM Pintexx
Top 250

Review

pinEdit Desktop V6.1

78

êêêêê

$478.08

$979.02

pinEdit Pro V6.1

119

-

$586.04

$379.05

pinEdit Web V6.1

139

êêêêê

$286.08

-

$959.04

pinPDF V2.0

230

-

$292.04

-

$575.04

pinUpload V1.0

-

-

$194.04

Top 250

Review

Price

ImagXpress Document V8.0

82

êêêê

$1,665.02

ISIS Xpress V3.0

236

-

CapturePRO V3.0

-

-

Barcode Xpress V5.0

-

ImagXpress Standard V8.0

-

www.componentsource.com

context menus into documets, edit
hyperlinks and display numbered and
bulleted lists.

Product
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FROM O2 Solutions
Product

plexityHide.com

PreEmptive Solutions

Add interactive Gantt charts
and scheduling to your
applications.

Make your .NET applications
smaller and more secure.

• S upports AJAX with client-movable
and resizable time items

• Protect your programs against
hackers attempting to steal
intellectual property or find
application security holes

GTP.NET V3.0

Dotfuscator V4.2

• F eatures asynchronous collision
detection and handling of time items
• S ecurity awareness enables
deployment on XBAP or ClickOnce
GTP.NET is a complete .NET re-write of
the best-selling Gantt Time Package.
It’s overall goal and purpose is to let
you visualize and manipulate time
based information.
GTP.NET includes a collection of user
interface components which handle
time blocks. The time blocks are
displayed in a Gantt chart or a schema
view. The times are connected to an
owner, for example a person or an
activity in a project. You can also use it

• Decreased application size and
better performance

GTP.NET

to display dependencies and collisions
between times, which gives the end
user a graphical way to view and
modify the project. GTP.NET includes
the ability to select and re-assign links
and also provides databinding for links
between time items.
GTP.NET includes three pre-built
sample applications for a Project
Planner, Resource Booker and Weekly
Planner. All 3 samples are short and to
the point of the problem they solve.

FROM plexityHide.com
Product

Dotfuscator allows you to significantly
enhance the security of your software
development assets and substantially
decrease your application’s size. The
benefits to you include superior
intellectual property protection,
decreased application size and better
program performance. Dotfuscator
Professional Edition is part of the
obfuscation process that integrates
obfuscation functionality into the
application development lifecycle
supporting the development, testing,
integration, manufacturing, application

Dotfuscator

support and patch management
phases of development.
Dotfuscator contains many important
features such as Control Flow
Obfuscation, String Encryption,
Incremental Obfuscation, Enhanced
Overload Induction and Pruning. It
rearranges code instructions while
preserving the original runtime logic.
It removes the telltale patterns that
decompilers use to recognize (and
reconstruct) higher-level program code
constructs.

FROM PreEmptive Solutions

Top 250

Review

GTP.NET V3.0

32

êêêêê

$955.20

Product

Top 250

Review

Gantt Time Package ActiveX/Source Code V3.x

168

êêêê

$469.44

Dotfuscator V4.2

59

-

$4,702.50

-

-

$469.44

DashO Pro V3.4

-

-

$4,752.00

Gantt Time Package VCL/Source Code V3.x

Price

PureComponents

Raize Software

A suite of over 70 user
interface components.

Build professional-looking
Delphi and C++ Builder
applications.

• C
 reate application user interfaces
with the MS Office 2007 style

• Integrates into CodeGear RAD Studio
2007 IDEs (including Delphi 2007
and C++Builder 2007)

PureComponents Ultimate Suite

Raize Components V4.1

• includes components for navigation,
data entry, treeview, listview, Ribbon
user interface

• Component designers simplify the
task of creating a user interface
• Designed for reuse and extensibility

PureComponents Ultimate Suite

PureComponents Ultimate Suite
currently includes: PureComponents
EntrySet Suite, PureComponents
RibbonUI, PureComponents Navigator
and PureComponents Treeview.
RibbonUI is set of components for
creating application user interfaces in
an Office 2007 style. RibbonUI replaces
the current system of layered menus,
toolbars and task panes. TreeView

extends the standard TreeView object
model found in the .NET Framework.
Navigator is based on the well-known
Outlook Bar style but with extended
functionality.
PureComponents Ultimate Suite
is compatible with Visual Studio
2005/2008 and includes VB.NET and C#
examples. Source Code is available.

Raize Components is a collection of
more than 125 native VCL components
for use in Delphi and C++Builder. It
includes a large selection of visual
components for you to choose from,
each designed for complete flexibility
via an extensive set of interfaces. Each
component is designed for utmost
flexibility through an extensive set of
properties and comes with complete

FROM PureComponents
Product

Price

Raize Components

source code, packages and designers.
In addition to the core set of controls,
Raize Components includes more
than 100 component designers
focused on simplifying user interface
development. Now more than ever,
developers use Raize Components to
build sophisticated user interfaces in
less time with less effort.

FROM Raize Software
Top 250

Review

Top 250

Review

177

êê

$486.53

Raize Components V4.1

-

êêêêê

$342.02

PureComponents Navigators for .NET V4.0

-

êêêê

$194.03

CodeSite V4.02

-

-

$391.02

PureComponents EntrySet Suite V2007.1

-

-

$389.03

DropMaster V1.5

-

-

$97.02

PureComponents RibbonUI V1.0

-

-

$194.03

ScratchPad V2.0

-

-

$28.42

PureComponents TreeView for .NET V2.0

-

êêêê

$86.78

The Ultimate Collection

-

êêêêê

$763.42

PureComponents Ultimate Suite

Price

Product
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Resco

Ripple Systems

Smart development for
mobile devices.

Semantic object driven
diagramming.

• I ncludes grid, calendar, listview, input
form, zip compression, navigation
and touchscreen signature controls

•V
 isualizations can be generated
automatically by tying graphic
and layout components directly to
business objects

Resco MobileForms Toolkit V5.3

Impact Expression V1.0

• N
 ow features a chart control with
five chart types

• Includes real-time updating of the
diagram as object properties change

Resco MobileForms Toolkit

All Resco MobileForms Toolkit
components have been specifically
designed so they perfectly fit small
displays of mobile devices. Special
optimizations such as Resco DelayLoad
technology ensures performance is
optimized even on devices with limited
memory and processor capabilities.
All UI controls are available from the
Visual Studio Toolbox and Help files are
integrated into the Visual Studio Help
system.

Impact Expression is a semantically
driven diagramming component
that can easily add rich diagramming
capabilities to any project.
Visualizations can be generated
automatically by tying graphic and
layout components directly to business
objects representing Flow Charts,
Business Processes, Workflow, etc.
Impact Expression allows you to drive
the diagram with business objects
instead of just shapes. This allows for
rapid integration into your business

FROM Resco
Product

FROM Ripple Systems
Top 250

Review

Price

Top 250

Review

Resco MobileForms Toolkit V5.3

94

-

$391.95

Impact Expression V1.0

-

-

$293.02

Resco MobileApp Developer Pack V1.0

175

-

$489.95

Impact Scheduler V2.0

-

-

$293.02

Product

Sax.net

Seekford Solutions

Visual and Performance
enhancement for Windows
(inc. XP SP2) applications.

Add FTP support to your
Windows applications.

• C
 ustom data entry, editing and
presentation controls for ActiveX

• Add functionality without learning
the complexities of FTP or TCP/IPs

• S earch, Encrypt, Date / Time,
Hardware interface and more
functions

• Includes samples for Visual Basic,
Visual FoxPro, Visual C++, ASP and
VBScript

Crescent QuickPak V4.5

Crescent QuickPak is a comprehensive
collection of 32-bit ActiveX
components for developing
applications using Visual Basic that
will reduce development time and
increase productivity. It includes the
following custom controls; calendar
display, caption, enhanced frame
and checkbox, extended command
button, enhanced combo box, form
enhancement, hypertext, frame and
option button, data-specific input/
edit controls, enhanced list boxes,
additional display controls. It has low-

FTP Wizard

level routines for fast performance. You
can sort arrays of all data types, even
for large (>64K) arrays of any record
size. Load and save arrays in a single
operation and get simplified access to
Windows API services. No knowledge
of the Win32 API is needed, all routines
are easy to call, with simple names and
intuitive calling syntax. It also has highlevel methods such as, all financial and
statistical routines in Lotus 1-2-3. File
operations: searching and encryption,
copying on wild card specifications, file
access routines, error-handling, etc.

FROM Sax.net
Product

Price

FTP Wizard V3.0

Crescent QuickPak

56

systems, including real-time updating
of the diagram as object properties
change. Shape templates and the
mappings from business objects into
their representative shapes are defined
in an easy to use XML file. Semantic
mappings allow the developer to
specify an association between a
particular business object and a shape
representation for that object. Specific
properties (both single-valued and
lists) can be associated with properties
of the Shape.

this functionality without learning
the complexities of FTP and TCP/IP.
Multiple instances of FTP Wizard can
be created to talk to multiple FTP sites
at a time.
FTP Wizard includes asynchronous
operation and allows you to create
applications that require no user
interaction.

FROM Seekford Solutions
Product

Top 250

Review

227

êêêêê

$191.04

HTTP Wizard SSL V3.0

-

-

$287.04

.NET Encoder Wizard V3.0

-

-

$195.02

FTP Wizard V3.0

Price

Top 250

Review

Crescent QuickPak V4.5

17

-

$759.05

NNTP Wizard V3.0

-

-

$293.02

Sax CommStudio Spring 2007

-

-

$949.05

SMTP Wizard SSL V3.0

-

-

$191.04

www.componentsource.com

Price

Seekford Solutions FTP Wizard allows
you to easily upload and download
files from an FTP server. Using the File
Transfer Protocol, you can get directory
listings, make directories, delete files
and directories, rename files, upload
and download files. The product makes
implementation simple. It provides an
interface to the File Transfer Protocol,
allowing developers to implement

USA toll free: (888) 850-9911
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Resco MobileForms Toolkit is a suite of
components designed specifically for
mobile devices. It includes advanced
designers, support of quick data
loading, standardized mobile user
interface, enterprise samples and many
other features. It is fully integrated with
Visual Studio .NET. Resco MobileForms
Toolkit contains Resco AdvancedList
.NET, Resco AdvancedTree.NET, Resco
CompactChart .NET, Resco DetailView
.NET, Resco SmartGrid .NET, Resco Zip
.NET, Resco and Resco OutlookControls
.NET.

Impact Expression

SlickEdit

SourceGear Corporation

Create, navigate, modify,
build and debug code faster
and more accurately.

A compelling replacement for
Visual SourceSafe.

• F eatures include auto-completion,
automatic comment wrapping,
smart line selections and syntax
expansion

• Offers full integration into the Visual
Studio .NET environment

SlickEdit for Windows 2007

SlickEdit is a multi-platform, multilanguage code editor supporting
8 platforms, over 40 languages,
and 13 editor emulations. It can be
used as a standalone development
environment or as a complementary
editor, providing programmers with
a tool to create, navigate, modify,
build, and debug code faster and
more accurately. SlickEdit’s features
include Code Navigation, Preview Tool

• Now includes an Eclipse client and
better VS2005 integration
• Client/Server communication over
HTTP or optionally with SSL

SlickEdit

Window, References Tool Window,
Syntax Expansion, Surround With,
Auto-Completions and many more.
Write more code in less time and
spend less time waiting for results.
Programmers can type fewer
characters and make fewer errors using
syntax expansion, completions, aliases,
and code templates.

SourceGear Vault is a version control
system for Windows developers, with
full integration into the Visual Studio
.NET environment. SourceGear Vault
is implemented entirely in the .NET
Framework and uses SQL Server 2000
for its repository storage. SourceGear
Vault is designed specifically to offer
a seamless transition from Visual
SourceSafe and includes an import
tool which can be used to migrate

FROM SlickEdit
Product

Review

SlickEdit for Windows 2007

73

-

$278.32

SlickEdit for Linux 2007

-

-

$278.32

SlickEdit for Mac OS X 2007

-

-

$278.32

SlickEdit Multiplatform Edition 2007

-

-

$783.02

SourceGear SourceOffSite V4.2

Price

Wise Solutions

Product

Top 250

Review

184

-

SourceGear Dragnet V1.0

-

-

$95.04

SourceGear Fortress V1.0

-

-

$474.05

-

-

$229.44

SourceGear Vault V4.0

Price
$236.55

Our Customer Services Representatives
speak English, German, French,
Spanish, Italian, Japanese, Korean,
Mandarin and Cantonese and are
available to assist with all your sales
and technical queries. Call us free of
charge from the countries listed below.

Create installations for
desktop, server, Web or
mobile platforms.
• B
 uild either MSI or WiseScript
installations with a few mouse clicks
• M
 inimize reboots using the Vista
Restart Manager Infrastructure

If you would like to advertise in
this catalog please join our partner
program by contacting:
publishers@componentsource.com

• S upports XML Web services, 64-bit,
virtualization and more

Wise Installation Studio

Wise Installation Studio provides you
with a comprehensive collection of
tools and technologies for authoring
software installations for Windows
devices. Wise Installation Studio
supports multiple installation
technologies including Microsoft
Windows Installer (.MSI) and
WiseScript formats. You can also create
installations for .NET applications,

client-server applications, and mobile
device applications. It features
advanced installation authoring
technology such as support for virtual
packages, mobile devices, and digital
rights management. The new Virtual
Package Editor lets you create and
edit a virtual software layer, a virtual
software project file (.WVP), or a virtual
software archive file (.VSA).

FROM Wise Solutions

58

SourceGear Vault’s basic architecture
is a centralized Vault server which
manages one or more repositories. It
includes several client applications and
also provides a way to create custom
clients using any .NET language.

Sales and Support

Wise Installation Studio V7.0

Top 250

Review

26

-

$1,175.02

Wise Package Studio Professional V7.0

55

-

$4,703.02

Wise Installation Express V7.0

125

-

$440.02

Wise Package Studio Standard V7.0

-

-

$1,763.02

Wise Package Studio Suite V7.0

-

-

$8,721.02

Wise Installation Studio V7.0

data from a SourceSafe database into
a Vault repository; every version of
every file is imported, including all the
history.
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SourceGear Vault

www.componentsource.com

Price

United States 	
US Gov’t Sales 	
United Kingdom 	
Japan
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
Chile
China (North)
China (South)
Colombia
Denmark
EIRE
Finland
France
Germany

888 850 9911
888 850 9966
0800 581111
0120 343 550
1 800 0 15292
0800 281 750
0800 7 5603
0800 8910499  
888 850 9911
1230 020 2462
10800 481 1661
10800 813 1594
01809 9154802
80 88 17 20
1 800 535 661
0800 1 18002
0800 90 92 62
0800 186 07 06

USA toll free: 888 850 9911

Greece
00800 44121891
Hong Kong
800 908 581
India
000 800 44 01 455
Israel
180 924 2003
Italy
800 790046
Mexico
001 888 850 9911
Netherlands, The  	 0800 022 8832
New Zealand
800 449181
Norway
800 1 3685
Portugal
800 844 125
Singapore
800 810 2136
South Africa
0800 99 1088
South Korea
00798 14 800 6332    
Spain
900 93 8926
Sweden
020 794 989
Switzerland
0800 83 5305
Taiwan
00 801 814313
Turkey
00 800 4491 3617
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• N
 ow provides automatic XML/HTML
formatting as you edit

SourceGear Vault V4.0

